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A DAY
with

ROBERT FROST
By J. Ronald Spencer '64

The old man, white hair tousled defiantly above an
age-splotched but kindly face, approached the platform
with short, sure steps. Twelve hundred chattering voices
became suddenly still. Twelve hundred people rose as
one to send a wave of applause rebounding about the
cavernous field house. This was Robert Frost at Trinity,
October 11, 1962.
For three weeks the campus had been awaiting this
first visit from the venerable Vermonter who has a way
of making words poetry. Now 700 undergraduatestraditionally blase about appearances by so-called famous
persons- combined with faculty and area residents to
pack the field house and hear words of wisdom from a
man whose name for many is synonymous with poetry.
The crashing ovation died away; President Jacobs
made his introduction. Frost came to the lectern, his
bushy white brows arched over twinkling eyes. For the
next hour and a quarter, he combined poetry with his
special brand of New England wit to captivate a wiiling
audience.
He "said" various of his poems - famous ones, such
as "Mending Wall" and "Stopping By a Woods on a
Snowy Evening," little-known ones such as "The Peril
of Hope." But more than that, he talked. His voice deep,
bordering at times on gruffness, Frost rambled leisurely
over a wide range of topics - literary critics, education,
poetry, Russia, the audience itself. He spoke with the
simplicity and directness which characterize his poems.

The poet complained critics frequently misunderstand
his works. He warned against reading too much meaning
into them, saying they have to be taken as "straight
goods."
Glancing across an audience which included a majority of the Trinity faculty, Frost turned to liberal education; "All liberals have a liberal education. That's
what's wrong with them ." In a few minutes he was saying
he had a friend whose doctoral thesis was bought, published and read. "Most theses aren't meant to be bought
and read," he chuckled. Not a professor was reported to
have grimaced at either remark.
Following the appearance, a member of the audience
remarked that Frost has reached the status of an old
sage who can be irreverent about anything and get away
with it. By way of illustration, Frost even turned his
humor toward God: "if you'll forgive me all these little
jokes I've played on you, I'll forgive You the great big
one You played on me."
As he spoke, Frost frequently toyed with his spectacles.
Once he started to put them on, but stopped and asserted, "I don't need that." Later, he donned them, only
to remove them with a sharp "darn things."
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Poet and President
"Say it simple."
"At night I didn't get a
notion of the beauty of
the place."

... and autographs, too

He was equally emphatic about poetry: "It's written
to be memorable ... so that you can't get it out of your
head ... no poem is anything to me unless it's catchy.
Shakespeare is full of things like that. You can't get
them out of your head, sometimes to your regret."
"You're lost if you have to study your way into poetry,"
Frost continued, aiming another barb at education:
"That's meant to discourage liberal education."
"But," Frost apologized, "tonight I talk more about
literature than usual. I normally talk politics."
With this, the poet was off on a rapid review of his
recent trip to the Soviet Union: "I've just been where my
life depended on my interpreters." He said they kept
undercutting him "by taking the edge off my words ...
they didn 't want the devilment, I guess."
Later, Frost turned his attention to the Soviet premier,
whom he had been quoted as calling a "ruffian" while
in Russia. Khrushchev is "a very wonderful old fellow,"
the poet said, but also "a very formidable man. Don't
you forget that."
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From here Frost turned to his poem "Mending Wall"
which had caused a sensation when read in the Soviet
Union. It caused a sensation in the Trinity audience too,
for this was what one acidic commentator had called
"the week of the wall."
Three days prior to Frost's visit, a large fence of
heavy creosoted timbers was constructed between Jones
and Elton dorms. Several hundred students massed
there to demand the fence come down. Their rallying
cry had been "something there is that doesn't love a wall,
that wants it down." At the time he read the poem,
Frost wasn't aware of its appropriateness, but the next
day, after being filled in on details, he made it a point
to visit Trinity's version of the Berlin barricade.
Not even the audience escaped the poet's verbal
barbs. He accused many of coming to see him that never
read his poetry. But at the end of the evening, Frost
thanked the audience for giving him "a fine time." It
responded with two standing ovations before the Pulitzer-Prize-winning poet could leave the platform.
Thursday night, the poet stayed with H. Bacon Collamore, recently elected chairman of the Library Associates, which sponsored the program. Mr. Collamore
is an old friend of the poet, and has collected Frost
memorabilia for many years. He reported that Frost
stayed up until past midnight entertaining a small group
of well-wishers after the field-bouse appearance.
By 11: 30 Friday morning the poet was back on campus, now engaged in what he has often called a favorite
pastime - talking to students. He sat in an arm chair in
Alumni Lounge of Mather Hall, with about 35 selected
students arrayed about him, many on the floor. They
plied him with questions on a broad range of subjects.
For each he had a deft and ready answer.

Poet and Biographer

"What will you- seek a scientific sky,
Or wait, and go to Heaven wh en you die?"
"You always have strong teams, don't you?"

Frost said the dictum "know thyself" is not very good
wisdom. "You get cross-eyed looking inside yourself."
One student wanted to know about Frost's days in
Paris during his early career. The poet replied with a
reminiscence about Ezra Pound. Several years ago
Frost was instrumental in gaining Pound's release from
an insane asylum. "He's too crazy to be tried; not crazy
enough to hurt anyone; so Jet's let him go," Frost said
he told authorities in petitioning for his fellow poet's
release. Pound, who now lives in Italy, currently has
only one "dirty word" in his vocabulary, Frost related.
"That's another mark of insanity - to have only one
dirty word."
The question session went on for an hour, with Frost
amiably bantering with his questioners. That some were
70 years his junior seemed forgotten . He closed by
saying "Birches." Many of the students then clustered
about him to shake hands and have him autograph
copies of the special Tripod issue marking his visit.
A luncheon given by President Jacobs was next on
the schedule. About 50 student leaders, Trustees, and
faculty attended, and were treated to an impromptu talk
by the poet at the end. During the luncheon, Frost was
heard to ask Senate President John Waggett : "You always have strong teams, don't you?" The husky former
football player nodded his assent.
From the luncheon, Frost moved to the library, there
to view a collection of his mementoes loaned by Mr.
Collamore. As word spread through the building the poet
had arrived, all academic work ground to a halt. Students
and staff members crowded around the lobby to watch
the old man, to try and catch his comments.

The poet next moved out into the Quad, followed
closely by admirers. He shook hands with several, including one young woman who had driven up from New
Haven. The lawn was covered with a light blanket of
autumn-tinged leaves. As Frost shuffled through them,
he said, his hand sweeping in an arc across the campus,
"coming in the way I did last night, I didn't get a notion
of the beauty of the place."
Students on the Long Walk paused to watch the
white-haired old patriarch make his way toward the
Chapel. Two photographers scurried about him , shutters
clicking constantly, but he was oblivious to them.
Inside the Chapel, he commented "that's beautiful,"
peering toward the main altar from the rear. Seeing the
fraternity flags in the friendship chapel, the poet remarked one thing he doesn't like is fraternity initiation
dinners; "too much of a cut up."
It was 2:45 when Robert Frost walked under the
Williams Memorial clock and out to Mr. Collamore's
waiting auto. He took one last look over the campus,
before a guard opened the door and aided him into the
car. The entourage of curious students had thinned to
a handful as he pulled from the curb. The next day he
was to appear at Mount Holyoke, where Trinity men are
said to have had occasional love affairs. One could not
help but feel as the poet was sped away down Summit
Street that sometimes-stuffy old Trinity has just finished
something of a love affair herself.
3

THE
WILLIAM
BIRD
COLLECTION
The return of William Bird '12 from Tangier, Morocco, for the 50th-year Reunion of his Class last June
was an exciting event for Mr. Bird, the College, and
particularly the Trinity College Library.
At the annual meeting of the Alumni Association in
the Field House, Mr. Bird received the prize for the
alumnus who had come the greatest distance. In the
Library Conference Room immediately following the
award, Mr. Bird spoke to an audience of faculty , alumni,
and Library Associates about his experiences as a journalist and printer in Paris in the early 1920's.
The great excitement for the College came with the
announcement that the treasures of Mr. Bird's personal
book collection had just come to Trinity. This unique
collection covers the years when the young expatriate
writers, seeking outlets for expression and publication,
had gathered on the banks of the Seine. Mr. Bird's warm
and witty description of his associations with these young
writers formed the basis for a most unusual talk.
As the result of much long-distance negotiating with
Bird in Tangier, and in competition with several other
major academic libraries, the Library Associates purchased the Bird Collection of private press books for
presentation to the Library. This was the first major purchase by the Associates in their short existence.
The following is a brief commentary with photographs
of some of the "high spots" of the acquisition. A few insights into the career of one of Trinity's most distinguished living alumni, and the part that a devotion to
fine printing played in it, will help to underscore the importance of this collection and also to understand the
man who made it possible.
Mr. Bird was valedictorian of his 1912 class, editor-inchief of both the Tripod and the Ivy, and class poet at
his commencement exercises. Following his graduation
with the Henry E. Russell Fellowship, he studied at the
Sorbonne and served as the Paris correspondent for the
New York Tribune.
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By Donald B. Engley, Librarian

'PRINTE1(S 'l'(OTICB
purpose of the serie'> of si ~
hooks of which I NDIS<:RETto:-.; i,
the first has been explained in o ur
preliminary announcement. Mr.
Pound, as editor, seeks to cmhodv
in them a manifest of th e btat~
.,_._W.--1. of English pros:: as it exists at
the end of the fir t quarter of the
twentieth century.
Lnv.ova ocvLOt

THE

Such a design is hardly, as th ings ar now, a
"commen:ial pro position." Hence th e hoo k ~ arc
being printed, not to sell, hut to indulge an amateur's fondness for typographical experiment. The
first volume falls considerably short of hi idea l.
The succeeding numbers of the eric will , he
h ope~ . approach it more closclv.
Th e volumes to follow arc, ·in the ir order Ford M adox Hucffcr'• ll' omu t 1111J Mm.
r\ story, F.limus, by ll. C. Windclcr, illumatcd \< it i
ten design• hy D. Shakapear,.
Tht G r t 11f Amtrican Now !, hy William Carl \\'il·
liam•.
England, four stories by II. M. G. Adam .
Blank, hy Ernest M. H eming war .
The: printing is done on a Stanhope hand pre:
from haml-,et type. The paper, from the Papeterics de Ri ves, is the best hand-made product of
France, and compares favorably with Dutch papers.
Editions :1rc limited to 300 copies, numbered, and
will not he reprinted .
THR EE MouNTAINS PR ES

19, R ut: o'ANTJN, PA Rt ~

famous
authors
of
the ' 20 ' s
After service in the American Ambulance Corps in
World War I, Mr. Bird returned to Paris as a newspaperman. It was at this time that he became the owner of a
hand printing press and, under the name of the Three
Mountains Press, began to publish the work of such
young expatriates as Ernest Hemingway, Ezra Pound,
and William Carlos Williams. Bird has described his venture into printing as follows:
I started the Three Mountains Press simply to have
a hobby. Most of my friends were golfers, but sports
never interested me greatly, whereas ever since my
childhood I have had an interest in printing. I discovered on the lie of St. Louis a French journalist,
Roger Devigne, who was printing books on a hand
press of about the Benjamin Franklin vintage. I arranged with Devigne to print English books on his
press after acquiring a full series of Caston type for
that purpose. After a short time, however, the adjoining shop fell vacant and I bought a hand press of my
own, also of a model about two centuries old.l
Mr. Bird's printing venture soon had an editor in the
person of Ezra Pound. In 1922 at the Genoa Economic
Conference Bird had become acquainted with another
young journalist named Ernest Hemingway. Back in
Paris, Hemingway persuaded Bird to see Pound about
printing some of Pound's own work. This inquiry resulted in a suggested series of six books and an offer by
Pound, quickly accepted, to serve as the editor of the
fledgling Three Mountains Press with its motto, Levavi
oculos meos in montes.
The six books were Indiscretions or Une revue de
deux mondes by Ezra Pound ; Men and Women by Ford
Madox Ford; Elimus: a story by B. C. Windeler; The
Great American Novel by William Carlos Williams;
England by B. M. Gould Adams; and in our time by
Ernest Hemingway.
Because Bird could work at his printing hobby only in
1

Knoll, Robert E. ed. MeA lmon and the Lost Generation. Lincoln: University of Nebraska, 1962. p. 187.

his spare time, and because he believed in fine craftsmanship and took the time to perform it, the printing of the
series dragged along. Hemingway's first book, in our
time, the last of the six in the series, was so slow in seeing the light of day that the impatient Hemingway took
another literary manuscript to one Robert McAlmon, the
publisher of Contact Editions. McAlmon had it printed
in Dijon by Darantiere who had printed James Joyce's
Ulysses. It appeared in 1924 under the title, Three
Stories and Ten Poems, a few months before in our time,
which had been originally projected as Hemingway's first
book.
At this juncture Bird and McAlmon joined forces,
Bird with an office and a secretary, McAlmon with a financial "nest-egg" from a wealthy father-in-law- and
both with rooms full of unsold books needing promotion.
Bird tried to maintain the distinction between his "printing office" and McAlmon's "publishing house" with a
press in Dijon, but the latter could not be bothered with
such fine points and placed both imprints on his subsequent books.
Many of the books printed by Bird or published by
McAlmon have come to Trinity in this newly acquired
collection. Because these books were produced in very
limited editions and the sales amounted to only a few
copies, and because Mr. Bird's personal copies carry
association notes of real interest and value, this purchase
by the Library Associates is most significant. The accompanying pictures show some of the most noteworthy
books and their unique associations.
Through the original craftsmanship of a creative alumnus, his collector's instinct, and the wisdom and generosity of the Library Associates, the rare book collections of the Trinity and Watkinson Libraries have been
greatly enriched. The purchase is both a tribute to a distinguished son of Trinity and a bonanza for our Library
and the scholars who come to it.
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Dr. F. Woodbridge Constant, Jarvis
professor of physics and department chairman, spent the summer at the Desert
Research Institute, a branch of the University of Nevada. He taught Atmospheric
Physics, which deals with the various
phenomena of lightning, hail , snow, wind
and rainfall.
The Research Institute, under the directorship of Dr. Wendell A. Mordy, has
eight staff members and during the summer session had 40 students.
One of the interesting student projects
dealt with hailstones. Hailstones were
shipped to Dr. Constant at the Institute.
These stones were sliced and plastic replicas were made for use in their studies.
Snow flakes were also shipped to the
Center and plastic replicas made of them.
One interesting trip was made to make
a study of pink snow. This phenomenon
is apparently caused by pink protozoa.
Dr. Constant has completed a new
book, Ph ysics for a Liberal Education ,
which will come off the press in the spring
of 1963. The idea for this book developed
over the past five years, particularly when
he taught at the first Pre-College Summer
Science Center in 1957 at the Loomis
School in Windsor, and also during a
summer program which was co-sponsored
by Trinity College and Loomis School in
1959. This program was carried out under
a grant from the National Science Foundation.
The philosophy behind the writing of
this book is to give the student an understanding of the fundamental principles in
physics, such as the conservation of energy, the theory of relativity, the quantum
theory, etc. Each chapter deals with a
different basic principle. Dr. Constant
says in the Preface, "lt is not the kind of
physics book that is filled with facts and
formulas, but rather one that is concerned
with the philosophy, the needs, the fundamental concepts and postulates of physical science. This book could well be used
as the basis for an honors course in a
secondary school. It is hoped that it will
also serve to tell intelligent adult readers
who are not physicists how physicists go
about their work and what they have discovered of fundamental importance."
This is Dr. Constant's third textbook on
physics. The first, Theoretical Physics,
published in 1934, is now in its fourth
printing and is used by colleges and universities around the world. In 1958,
Th eoretical Physics - Electromal?netism
was published and was selected book-ofthe-month by the New York Public Library. Tt is used in 21 colleges and universities in this country and Canada. All
three books are published by Addison and
Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., Reading,
Mass.
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Chaplain and Mrs. J. Moulton Thomas
spent the last week in June on a trip to
Africa where they visited Cuttington College in Liberia. The Chaplain took greetings from President Jacobs and from
Trinity's "Committee for Cuttington College."
They were welcomed at a student assembly by Cuttington's Dean Mlison as
President Christian Baker was here in the
United States where, in August, he visited
the Trinity campus for the second time.
At the assembly, Chaplain Thomas presented a check for $1 00 from our Chapel
Vestry to the chairman of Cuttington's
student body, a soccer ball sent by Professor Karl Kurth to their "football captain," a color filmstrip and an LP record
of campus life from Admissions Director
F. Gardiner F. Bridge. As a token of
other books which will be sent to the
Cuttington Library, he also presented a
copy of the late Professor Costello's
Books for a College Student's Reading.
The Chaplain discussed with Cuttington's faculty, administration and students
many ways in which Trinity might aid
their college. In a later issue of the Alumni
Maga zin e we hope to publish a more
complete report.
Dr. Edmond LaB. Cherbonnier, who is
on sabbatical leave this year, may be
reached at the following address: Flat 3,
2 South Eaton Place, Belgravia, London,
S.W. I, England.
Dr. William A. Johnson, assistant professor of religion, has completed the
translation from Swedish to English of
Christopher Polhem , the Father of Swedish Technology. He is serving as editor of
the book for Trustee Karl W. Hallden '06
who has long held a high regard for
Christopher Polhem, an outstanding engineer and technological thinker of the
seventeenth century.
Dr. Johnson made an interesting pilgrimage one weekend in early October to
aid in the Georgia Integration movement.
He met Trinity student Jack Chatfield,
who is working as field secretary for the
Student Non-Violent Co-ordinating Committee, and they appeared at a mass meeting at the New Piney Grove Baptist
Church outside Leesburg. He preached at
St. Matthews Baptist Church on Sunday
and addressed a large group of Negroes
in Albany, Georgia, Monday night. He
was accompanied by the Reverend William Lorimer of South Windsor, Connecticut and a Trinity alumnus.
Professor Emeritus Morse S. Allen has
published a small brochure on the life of
John Brocklesby, founder of the Trinity
College chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.
Brocklesby was granted an Honorary
M.A. degree in 1848. He later served as
Acting President of the College in 186667.
Transcendental Books, of Hartford, has
announced the publication of A Commentary on Emerson's Early Lectures ( 18331836) by Dr. Kenneth W. Cameron,
associate professor of English . The publishing house also announces a revised
edition of his Ralph Waldo Emerson's
Reading. Both books are intended for
specialists in American studies.
A Commentary will be an indispensable
companion to Emerson's long-unpublished
lectures, providing the researcher with

President Christian Baker of Cuttington
College visits with Dean Hul?hes and
Chaplain Thomas on the Trinity Campus.

keys to Emerson's central doctrines,
sources, stylistics and literary devices. The
index-concordance included in the study
will be welcomed in reference collections
specializing in the literature of the American renaissance. "In coming decades,"
says the preface, "the enlarging Emerson
corpus promises to be an area of especially fruitful investigation."
The reissued Ralph Waldo Emerson's
Reading is notable for including forty-one
quarto portraits mostly . of Emerson and
his family from the period of the daguerreotype to a well-developed photographic
art at the time of his death in 1882. These
should contribute to changing the traditional or static view of the "sage of Concord" who is known to most people
through only two or three pictures.
Director of Admissions F. Gardiner F.
Bridge was moderator for a special workshop on the College Admissions Center in
Evanston, Illinois, in October. The workshop was part of the Association of College Admissions Counselors' 18th National Conference on Admission to
College.
The College Admissions Center, which
started in 1958, is the first and largest of
the non-profit admissions clearing houses.
Mr. Bridge, who is chairman of the Center's Advisory Board, recently stated:
"The College Admissions Center has been
one of education's major rescue operations for over five years - it is one very
successful point of attack on the drop-out
of discouraged students in transition from
school to college."
.
Mr. Bridge has also taken part thiS fall
in several local high school programs
dealing with college admissions.
Five Trinity professors are scheduled. to
participate in the annual Conard High
School Lecture Series this year.
Dr. Richard K. Morris '40 will give two
lectures: "Anthropological Analysis of the
Judea-Christian Concept" and " Basic
Concepts of the Modern World." Dr.
Clarence H. Barber also will give two
lectures : "Music in the Renaissance" and
"Trends in Modern Music."
"The Judea-Christian Concept" is the
subject of Dr. Theodor M. Mauch's lecture. Dr. Philip L. Kintner will speak on
"Historical and Cultural Aspects of the
Renaissance" and Professor John C. E.
Taylor will treat "Classical Ideas and
Themes in Renaissance Art."
Tomorrow's Math by former Trinity
faculty member, C. Stanley Oglivy, associate professor of mathematics, Hamilton
College, was published by Oxford Uni-

versity Press last September. Tt gives
amateur mathematicians a wonderful opportunity to beat the professionals to the
solution of some unsolved problems from
the world of mathematics.
Dr. Clarence H. Barber, associate professor of music, conducted the first American performance of Marc Antoine Charpentier's Te Deum in D Major at the
College in early November. The participating choruses were the Trinity and Pine
Manor College Glee Clubs.
Dr. R obert D. Meade, associate professor of psychology, delivered two lectures at a Psychology Colloquium at Gustavus Adolphus College in Minnesota. Dr.
Meade is chairman of the College Lecture
Committee which has already brought to
the campus the two Connecticut senatorial candidates, Abraham Ribicoff and
Horace Seely Brown, and William Lederer, co-author of The Ugly American.

AN
ASSOCIATION
NOTES

Alumni Secretarv John A. Mason '34
has had a busy summer. Through his efforts forty-eight pictures of the past presidents of the College's Alumni Association
have been gathered, framed and hung in
the Committee Room of the Student Center. The Alumni Association, one of the
oldest in the country, was formed in 1831,
and the late Isaac E. Crary, Class of 1827,
was elected its first president.
In 1845 when the College changed its
name from Washington to Trinity, the
name of the Alumni Association became
the House of Convocation. The presiding
officer was entitled Dean, and nearly all
the holders of this office were Episcopal
clergymen. In 1883 the name reverted to
Alumni Association, which year, incidentally, was the first in which the alumni
had the right to vote for Alumni Trustees.
There are two pictures of past presidents which the Alumni Office so far has
been unable to find. They are William S.
Cogswell, Class of 1861 , and Percy S.
Bryant, Class of 1870. If any alumnus or
friend of the College has suggestions as to
how the Alumni Office may obtain pictures of these men, please write John A.
Mason '34, Alumni Secretary.

The Rev. Robert Goodwin is assisting
Chaplain J. Moulton Thomas wrt h his
duties this year. He received his B.A. from
Columbia University and his Bachelor of
Divinity from Hartford Theological Seminary. A recipient of the William Thompson Fellowship Award, the Rev. Mr.
Goodwin also did graduate work at the
Princeton Theological Seminary.
The assistant to the Chaplain is serving
as adviser to the Christian Association and
conducls Chapel services two mornings a
month .
Dr. Glenn Weaver, associate professor
of history, appears as author of the sections on Bristol , Norwalk, and Torrington in the 1962 Encyclopaedia Britannica.
He summarizes the history of these cities
and provides up-to-date information about
their commerce, industry and population.
The bulletin of the Connecticut Historical
Society contains a book review on "A
Half-Century of Yale History Through

Presidential Biography" by Dr. Weaver.
His review is based upon two books,
"Puritan Protagonist: President Thomas
Clap of Yale College" by Lewis Tucker
and "The Gentle Puritan: A Life of Ezra
Stiles" by Edmund S. Morgan.
Dr. M . Curtis Langhorne, professor of
psychology and chairman of the department, attended the American Psychological Association's annual meeting in St.
Louis last August.
Dr. Langhorne is Secretary-Treasurer
of the New England Psychological Association and served as chairman of a
symposium on "State Psychological Association Goals and Criteria of Effectiveness."
Associate professor of English John
A. Dando is continuing his programs on
the Voice of America. He can also be
seen on Channel 3, WTIC-TV in Hartford , as moderator of the popular quiz
program "What In The World?"

William R. Peelle '44 of Arrow Hart
and Hegeman Electric Co. was awarded
the coveted Trinity Club of Hartford
award as "Outstanding Alumnus of the
Year." The award, which annually goes to
an alumnus out of Trinity 20 years or
less, was presented by J. Ronald Regnier
'30 at the annual fall dinner of the Hartford Alumni on the eve of the Wesleyan
game.
Mr. Peelle served the College for nine
years as alumni secretary and later as
secretary of admissions before joining
Arrow Hart and Hegeman Electric Co. A
resident of West Hartford, Mr. Peelle has
continued .to be active in college affairs as
well as ci Yic affairs where he has served

the Community Chest, Symphony Society
and other organizations.
Officers elected were Dave Tyler '43 of
West Hartford, president; Andrew Milligan '45 of West Hartford, vice president;
Bernard F. Wilbur Jr. '50 of Hartford,
secretary ; and Ben Silverberg '19 of Hartford, reelected treasurer.
Nelson A. Shepard '21 of West Hartford was reelected chairman of the scholarship committee. Those reelected to the
executive committee for a term of two
years were E. Laird Mortimer III '57 and
James R. Glassco Jr. '50, West Hartford.
The main speaker for the evening was
Robert Lucas, editor of the Hartford
Times.

I
~
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Northern New Jersey Trinity College Freshmen (Class of 1966) and Fathers welcomed
at Mountain Lakes, August 18. Front Row, left to right: Paul Hop/(ins, Mountain Lakes;
Tom Mitchell, Cranford; Lew Stem , Bernardsville; Jack Brown, Short Hills; Jeff Dierman , Tenafly; Charles Weston, Upper Montclair. Second Row, left to right: Scott Reynolds '63, Mountain Lakes; Bruce MacDougall '64, Washington , D.C.; Dave Carrad '65,
Smoke Rise. Third Row, left to right: J. W. Brown Jr. , Short Hills; A. C. Hopkins '40,
Mountain Lakes; Paul Kennedy '54, Mountain Lakes; H. W. Dierman , Tenafly; C. W.
Weston Jr. , Upper Montclair . Fourth Row, left to right: Wm. Flynn '47 , Mountain
Lakes; A. L. Carrad, Smoke Rise, E. R. Stern, Bernardsville; Paul Warren '43, Mountain
Lakes; H. I. Mitchell, Cranford.
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Along The Walk

The new college flag in the Chapel is
the gift of Mrs. Harold J. Lockwood in
memory of her late husband, Harold J.
Lockwood, who was Hallden Professor
of Engineering and Chairman of the Department. The presentation of the flag was
made on the occasion of the Chapel's
30th anniversary in May by the donor's
son, Dr. John Lockwood, professor of
physics at the University of New Hampshire.
President Jacobs and Dr. Edwin P.
Nye, who succeeded Professor Lockwood
as Hallden Professor of Engineering, accepted the flag which was dedicated by
Chaplain J. Moulton Thomas. It replaces
the original flag which has been in the
Chapel since 1932.
The Connecticut Council of Teachers
of English held its fifth annual fall English Conference at Trinity College October
26. More than 500 secondary school English teachers attended the day-long session.
Dr. Harold C . Martin, Harvard University, who is chairman of the Commission
on English, spoke at the opening meeting
on "Training and retraining of secondary
school English teachers." Several discussion groups, led by high school and college faculty members, followed the meeting.
In addition to attending meetings, the
teachers visited Trinity English classes,
exhibits at the Library and Mather Hall,
and toured the studios of Channel 24
(.Connecticut Educational Television Corporation).
Miss Dorothy Potter of Bulkeley High
School in Hartford was general chairman
of the conference, and Assistant Professor
Paul Smith of the Trinity English Department was local chairman.
The Suisman Foundation has granted
$10,000 to the College to establish a
scholarship in honor of Melvin W. Title
'18. Samuel Suisman presented the award
to Dr. Jacobs at a dinner for the Capital
Area Scholars. The Suisman Foundation
was created in 1943 by Edward A. and
Samuel Suisman and is the sponsor of the
Governor Ribicoff and Suisman Foundation Scholarships established at Trinity in
1955.
Trinity received a third-place citation
in "Promotion of Capital Gifts" for its
Math-Physics brochure at the American
Alumni Council national conference in
Banff this past summer. Vice President
Albert E. Holland, who presented a paper
at the conference, accepted the award for
the College. Trinity also received honorable mention and a check for $150.00 in
the alumni giving incentive program. This
award was for Trinity's sustained efforts
in its alumni program.
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At the American College Public Relations Association conference held in the
Greenbrier, West Virginia, Trinity received first-place citation for the MathPhysics brochure in the category of
"Capital and Total Gift Support." Kenneth C. Parker, who participated in the
conference as chairman of a panel discussion on church-related colleges, accepted
the award. Four other publications were
selected for display (honorable mention):
Cesare Barbieri Courier (Special Publications); Admissions Recruiting Filmstrip
(Audio- Visual Materials); Estate Planning brochures (Estate Planning); and the
Excellence brochures (Annual Gift Support).
Trinity also received awards for its
fund-raising brochures from the Baltimore
Arts Directors Club, the Philadelphia
Advertising Club and the Advertising
Club of Hartford.
At the tenth annual Business and Industry Dinner it was announced that businesses and industries of greater Hartford
area have contributed $891,000 to the
Math-Physics Building now under construction. John A. Hill, co-chairman of
the building campaign and president of
IEtna Life Affiliated Companies, reported
to 150 guests at the dinner that $1,309,500
or 77 per cent of the Hartford goal is now
on hand.
William P. Gwinn, Hon. '61, president
of United Aircraft Corporation and fund
chairman for the industrial companies,
said that sixty companies have pledged
$420,000- 99 per cent of their goal.
Henry Beers '18, chairman of IEtna Life
Affiliated Companies and fund chairman
for the insurance companies, said that the
names of all eleven insurance companies
will be on the plaque in the reception hall
of the mathematics floor.
Dr. Jacobs welcomed the guests and
Ostrom Enders, chairman of the Hartford
National Bank and Trust Company and a
Life Trustee of the College, delivered a
ten-year report on the Trinity College
Associates.
The Connecticut Educational Television
Corporation is now operating WEDH,
Channel 24, from studios on the lower
level of the Trinity College Library. Channel 24 covers the highly-populated central
Connecticut area, and plans call for two
other stations, one in Norwich and one in
Bridgeport , so that educational television
will reach all parts of the state.
The unique plan of cooperative activity
by the College and the Connecticut Educational Television Corporation began
about a year and a half ago with a joint
committee working out operational agreement. The committee included Trinity
Trustees John R. Reitemeyer '22, pub-

lisher of the Hartford Courant, and
RobertS. Morris '16, president of Robert
S. Morris and Company. Robert M.
Vogel, dean of graduate studies, and Kenneth C. Parker, director of public relations, served as representatives of the
College's administrative staff. CETV
Trustees on the committee were Carter
W. Atkins of Simsbury, Conn., John D.
Briscoe of Lakeville, Conn., and Ernest A.
Johnson of New Haven. Ben A. Hudelson
is general manager of the corporation.
The WEDH programming covers a
variety of subjects. During the morning
and early afternoon it is devoted mainly
to in-school programs, designed to assist
the classroom teacher of elementary and
secondary school students.
Dr. Richard K. Morris '40, associate
professor of education, recently took part
in the televised school program, "Contemporary Issues." The current world crisis
received immediate attention by a panel
of Trinity professors when they dis cussed "Contemporary Issues: The Cuban
Crisis," with John J. Gale of William Hall
High School in West Hartford as host.
Panel participants included Lt. Col.
Richard B. Olney, professor of air science;
Dr. Rex C. Neaverson, associate professor
of government; Albert L. Gastmann, instructor in government; and Thomas E.
Willey, instructor in history. The program was heard in the schools in the
morning and was repeated in the evening.
On the college level, Channel 24 is offering "The American Economy" with Dr.
John R. Coleman and "Modern Algebra,"
which is being taught by Dr. John L.
Kelley. During late afternoon and evening
hours programming is aimed at the adult
audience, with the exception of the hours
from 4:30 to 6:00 P.M., which are reserved for children's programs.
In addition to the support of Trinity
College, which is providing space for the
studios, the television corporation has received gifts and subscriptions from the
State of Connecticut, several educational
foundations, business and industrial concerns, and thousands of individuals.
The College is represented on CETV's
board of trustees by President Jacobs and
Trinity Trustee RobertS. Morris '16. Kenneth C. Parker of Trinity serves on the
station's program committee. Samuel Edsall '49 is the chief engineer for the new
station.

Bir Zeit University in Jordan was the
recipient of 800 books from the students
of Trinity. A Senate-sponsored drive for
books last spring resulted in the shipment
to the University whose students have "a
genuine thirst for learning." Dr. Robert D.
Meade, associate professor of psychology,
visited Bir Zeit last year and suggested the
book drive to the Senate.

The Freshman Convocation Programs,
sponsored by the Freshman-Sophomore
Advisory Council, have proved even more
successful this year than in preceding
years. Under the leadership of Dr. M.
Curtis Langhorne, chairman of the psychology department, the talks served to
answer two basic questions for freshmen:
(I) What is the purpose of a Trinity education? (2) What is my purpose?
President Jacobs opened the series September 17 when he spoke to the incoming
class on "The Prime Purposes of a Trinity
Education." Succeeding lectures presented
the purposes from the viewpoint ·of faculty
members and students. Concluding the
program Dr. Langhorne conducted three
lectures to help the student better understand himself.

*

*

*

Members of the Department of Religion are conducting a monthly "Colloquium" which will give students an opportunity to exchange ideas with the
faculty. Dr. Theodor Mauch, associate
professor of religion and acting chairman
of the department, said the aim of the
monthly coffee hour was to promote
Trinity College as a community of persons
on the growing edge of mind, to share in
the results of study and research and to
enjoy more frequent dialogue.

*

*

*

A gift of $500 to be used as incentive
awards to members of the Glee Club and
College Choir has been made by Charles
Byron Spofford Jr. '16. Mr. Spofford was
bass soloist in both the organizations as an
undergraduate and president of the groups
in his senior year.
President Jacobs has appointed a committee of three to select the recipients of
the awards. They are Mrs. Ronald E.
Kinney, wife of Ronald E. Kinney '15,
chairman, Edward A. Niles '16 and Clifford H. Perkins '16.

*

*

*

Trinity students and faculty were assured, subsequent to the announcement of
the Cuban crisis, that adequate fallout
shelters and detection equipment are
available on the campus in case of a nuclear attack.
In a memo to the students and faculty,
the chairman of the College Civil Defense Advisory Board, Edwin P. Nye,
professor of engineering, reported that the
CD Board appointed over a year ago has
found shelter areas on campus which with
minor modifications can provide more
than adequate shielding from fallout radiation for the entire campus population
under emergency conditions.
Professor Nye pointed out that during
the summer a supply of concrete blocks
had been secured and stored in the window pits of Mather Hall for use to provide blockage of radiation penetration via
window areas. Some radiation monitoring
equipment is on hand and additional materials have been on order for several
months.
Professor Nye said the CD Board has
sought "to make reasonable preparations,
free from any atmosphere of panic or
doom." Student leaders have been called
on to plan consideration of their role in
the campus civil defense program.
Besides the chairman, members of the
College Civil Defense Advisory Board

are: Lt. Col. Richard B. Olney, professor
of air science; Dr. Robert H. Smellie, pro·
fessor of chemistry; Dr. Robert Lindsay,
associate professor of physics; Norman
Walker, director of buildings and grounds;
Dr. Francis L. Lundborg, college physician; Wendell E. Kraft, assistant to ·the
president; and Dean H. Kelsey, assistant
comptroller.

*

*

*

The Phi Kappa chapter of Alpha Delta
Phi fraternity laid the cornerstone of its
new chapter house on Saturday afternoon,
September 29, following the Trinity-Williams football game. Many alumni of the
127-year old chapter were present for the
ceremony at which former President G.
Keith Funston '32 and President Jacobs
delivered messages. Both of the messages were put in a metal box which was
sealed behind the cornerstone. The box
also contains relics of the chapter, signatures of active members, pictures of the
ceremony, and letters of greeting from
past and present officers of the local and
national fraternity.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Theta Xi Fraternity has purchased property at 76 Vernon Street. Several members
spent much time and effort during the
summer in getting the house ready for occupancy.
ROTC has moved its headquarters to
the College-owned property at 79 Vernon
Street formerly occupied by Theta Xi. The
house has been remodeled and redecorated to furnish attractive offices for the
ROTC staff and three classrooms for the
courses in Air Science.
The area vacated by ROTC on the
lower level of the Library will serve two
purposes. Librarian Donald B. Engley
plans to develop part of it as a study area
for majors and graduate students doing
research work. The remainder of the area
is the temporary quarters of the Connecticut Educational Television Corporation's offices and studios. Channel 24,
WEDH, went on the air October I. President Jacobs took part in the inaugural
broadcast program of the station.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Campus Cottage, which formerly
housed the Brownell Club, has been torn
down to make way for the new MathPhysics building which is progressing on
schedule and should be ready for occupancy in September 1963.
The Brownell Club has moved into 84
Vernon Street.
Phi Kappa Psi has just purchased property at 74 Vernon Street.
Much interior remodeling and renovating has been done in Jarvis and Seabury
Halls. The former student lounge and
faculty offices in Seabury Hall have been
converted into a language laboratory (the
January issue of the A /umni Magazine
will feature the Modern Language Department). Seabury I 0, previously a classroom, now has become office area. Including the six offices renovated last
summer, there is a total of eleven attractive offices in the basement of Seabury.

In keeping with the recommendations
of the Safety Survey reported by a special
presidential committee, all the electrical
circuits in Jarvis Dormitory have been
renewed. New overhead lights and additional wall outlets have also been provided in all the rooms. Similar work will
be done in Northam and Seabury dormitories next summer.

*

*

*

About fifteen hundred parents of students spent the weekend of October 27
and 28 on campus at the ninth annual
Parents Weekend.
The program was varied and busy. The
annual meeting of the Parents Association
was held in the Washington Room at
10:30 A.M. Saturday. The following officers were elected at the meeting: Dr. J.
Donald Woodruff of Baltimore, president; Alan H. Anderson of Boston, vice
president; Dean H. Kelsey of Trinity,
treasurer; Albert E. Holland '34 of
Trinity, secretary ; and Robert G. Dunlop
of Philadelphia, chairman of the Parents
Fund.
Following this meeting Dr. Jacobs
spoke to the parents of freshmen about
their sons' careers at Trinity. At the same
time parents of upperclassmen met in the
Auditorium to hear a panel discussion on
"The Pursuit of Excellence in the Classroom" by Professors Edward Bobko,
Richard Scheuch, Paul Smith and Robert
Stewart.
A buffet luncheon was held at the Field
House where parents had the opportunity
to talk with their sons' professors. Following the Trinity-Susquehanna football
game, President and Mrs. Jacobs held a
reception for the parents at their home.
Musical entertainment was provided in
the evening by the College Glee Club, the
Trinity Pipes, the Trinidads, and the
Travelers. The Glee Club is under the direction of Dr. Clarence H. Barber.
The Sunday programs of the Chapel
attracted many parents. The Reverend
Benjamin Minifie, D.D., delivered the
sermon at the eleven o'clock service.

The fifth annual dinner for principals,
headmasters and guidance directors of all
the high and junior high schools in the
Capital Area was attended by about one
hundred and fifty persons November 12.
Edwin P. Nye, Hallden Professor of
Engineering, was the main speaker and
told the visitors about engineering as a
career for their students. He presented to
them a plan whereby local students could
avail themselves of Trinity's Transition to
College Plan and Advanced Placement
Program to complete the five-year engineering degree program in four years. A
student would come to Trinity for two or
three summer seasons beginning at the
end of his junior year in high school. He
would earn, in the course of the four
years, the regular B.S. degree and either a
B.S. degree in Electrical Engineering, in
Engineering Science, or in Mechanical
Engineering.

Correction: In the May Alumni Magazine reference was made to the Goodwin
Chair of English. The correct title of the
professorship is the James Junius Goodwin Chair of English.-Ed.
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NECROLOGY
HERBERT BICKFORD PULSIFER,
1897
The Rev. Herbert B. Pulsifer, retired
Episcopal priest, died in Augusta, Me.,
October 12. He was a most loyal alumnus
and until recently enjoyed returning to
the campus for June reunions.
Mr. Pulsifer was born in Boston, Mass.,
July 2, 1875, a son of the late William
and Virginia Taylor Furbish Pulsifer. He
attended Boston Latin School and was
graduated from Trinity in 1897. He received the Bachelor of Divinity degree
froin the General Theological Seminary
in 1900 and the Masters degree from
Trinity in 1902.
Ordained to the priesthood June 23 ,
1901, by the late Right Rev. Robert Codman, Bishop of Maine, the Rev. Mr. Pulsifer served parishes in Maine, New York,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and the midwest. From 1936 until his retirement in
1943 he had served at St. John the Baptist Church, Thomaston, Me.
His wife, the former Miss Elizabeth
Widgery Varnum, died some years ago.
He is survived by one son, Edward T.
Pulsifer.
WILLIAM CONVERSE SKINNER,
1911
William C. Skinner, for many years an
active partner in the Hartford firm Skinner Brothers Real Estate Co., died October 16 in Winsted, Conn. He leaves his
wife, Mrs. Eleanor Bartlett Skinner; a
son, Calvin; and two daughters, Mrs.
Franklin Kearney and Mrs. J. M. Deming.
Roberts K. Skinner, Class of 1910, is his
brother.
Born December 27, 1888, in Hartford,
a son of the late William C. Skinner,
Class of 1876, and Florence C. Roberts,
he prepared for college at the Hill School
and entered Trinity in 1906, graduating in
1911. As an undergraduate, he was a
member of the Freshman-Junior Banquet
Committee and the Sophomore Dining
Club. In his junior year he was elected
Class President, and as a Senior he managed the Football Team. His fraternity
was IKA.
Besides his real estate interests, he was
a director of the Travelers Companies
since 1927; of the Hartford Better Business Bureau; the West Hartford Trust
Co.; the Hartford Building and Loan Co.;
the Hartford Chamber of Commerce; the
Connecticut River Banking Co.; and the
Travelers Bank and Trust Co.
In World War I he served from 1917 to
1919 as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Army and
was assigned to the JOist Machine Gun
Battalion. In World War II he served as
Major. From 1948 to 1953 he was a
civilian aide to the Secretary of the Army.
Known as the "daddy of curling" in
Connecticut for 49 years he had taken an
active interest in the Scottish ice sport at
the Norfolk Curling Club and in Farmington where he lived for many years.
Mr. Skinner served on the College's
Board of Fellows from 1933-1937.
His first wife, the former Miss Edith
King, died April 6, 1947.
MAURICE LESTER
FURNIVALL, 1915
Maurice Lester Furnivall , 1915, former
associate actuary of the Travelers Insurance Company, died June 16 in Hartford
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after a long illness. He ieaves his wife, the
former Isabel Harbison; a son, William
H .; and a daughter, Mrs. Ralph S. Howe
Jr. "Moe" was born January 28, 1894, in
Arlington, Mass., a son of the late George
M. and Clara Julia Smith Furnivall. He
prepared for college at Hartford Public
High School. As a Trinity undergraduate,
he was a member of the track team for
four years and captain his senior year.
Also as a senior he was elected to the
Senate, Medusa, and was Class President.
His fraternity was the Phi Psi of Alpha
Chi Rho.
After graduation he worked for the
Connecticut Highway Department before
enlisting in the Army. He served overseas
with the AEF, and was discharged with
the rank of 1st Lieutenant in 1919. He
then joined the Travelers actuarial department, and was named assistant actuary in 193 I and associate actuary in
1950. He retired in 1959.
He was a member of the Casualty Actuarial Society of America.
Funeral services were held in the College Chapel with the Rev. Canon Francis
R. Belden '30 officiating.- R.H .B.
RAYMOND THOMAS JOSEPH
HIGGINS, 1917
Word has reached the College of the
death of retired Captain Raymond T. J.
Higgins on March I, 1961. He is buried
in Arlington, Va., National Cemetery, and
leaves his wife, the former Betty Richard .
Captain Higgins was born February 16,
1895, in Norwich , Conn., a son of the
late Michael Christopher Higgins and
Elizabeth Rose McQuirk.
He prepared for college at Norwich
Free Academy and entered Yale from
1913 to 1915 before coming to Trinity
with the Class of 1917 for two years.
After active service with the Army he returned to Trinity and received his degree in 1921. He was a member of Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity.
Captain Higgins served in the Field
Artillery from 1918-1935 when he was
retired for physical disability incurred in
line of duty. In 1931 he was decorated
with the Presidential Citation for his
direction of Field Artillery in relation
to use of anti-aircraft.
During World War II he served on the
Charlestown, R.I. , rationing board. From
1941 to 1951 , he was chairman and clerk
of the Charlestown School Board , while
from I 952 up to the time of his death, he
was director of public welfare for the
Town of Charlestown, and was a trustee
of the South County Hospital, Wakefield,
R.I.
EARLE BERG ANDERSON, 1923
Earle B. Anderson, lawyer and supervisor in the group contact department of
the Travelers Insurance Company where
he was employed for the past thirty-six
years, died in Hartford April 23 . He
leaves his wife, the former Gertrude C.
Hanrahan ; his mother; two daughters,
Mrs. Fayne A. Kearns and Miss Judith E.
Anderson. His son-in-law is John F.
Kearns Jr., '51.
Born April 20, 1902, in New Britain,
Conn., a son of the late Otto Albert
Anderson and Hulda Louise Berg, he
prepared for college at New Britain High

School. At Trinity he was a member of
the Sophomore Hop and Smoker Committees, and leader of the Mandolin Club.
His fraternity was the Alpha Chi Chapter
of Delta Kappa Epsilon.
After graduation he joined the Southern New England Telephone Company
for three years before associating with
the Travelers. He completed work for his
law degree in I 931 at St. Johns University, New York City. He became a member of the United States District Court
and received admission to the United
States Supreme Court in 1949.
Mr. Anderson was a well known musician and band leader in the Hartford
area in the 1920's. He was a former chairman of the West Hartford Citizens' Committee and a past president of both the
Hartford Serra Club and the Travelers
Men's Club.
ISRAEL PETER MERANSKI, 1925
Dr. Israel P. Meranski, pediatrician for
more than thirty years at the Sinai and
Mercy Hospitals in Baltimore, Md., died
at the Sinai Hospital September 4. He
leaves his wife, the former Jeanette Goldberg; a daughter, Mrs. Deborah M. Sonnenstrahl ; and a son, Daniel P. He also
leaves four sisters, one of whom is Mrs.
Isidore S. Geetter of Hartford, whose
husband is Dr. Isidore S. Geetter '25 .
Born in Hartford , Conn., November 14,
1903, a son of the late David and Thalia
Goldfeld Meranski , he was graduated
from Hartford Public High School and
entered Trinity in 1921 with the Class
of 1925. After graduation from the University of Maryland School of Medicine
where he joined Phi Lambda Kappa Medical fraternity, he served his internship at
the Mercy Hospital. For several years he
taught pediatrics at the University of
Maryland. During World War II he
served in the Army from 1942-1946, being discharged with the rank of Lieutenant
Colonel.
Pete was always interested in our
College, and served as president of the
Baltimore Alumni Association. - R.A.M.
WILLIAM HAMILTON
GREGORY JR. , 1928
Word has reached the College of the
death of William H . Gregory Jr. , former
senior partner of Gregory & Sons, investment bankers, June 25 in East Islip, L.I.,
N.Y. He leaves his wife, the former Edith
A. Crowley; a son, William H. Ill ; and a
daughter, Mrs. Theodore C. Baer Jr. His
brother, George M., is a member of the
Class of 1928.
Bill was born May 14, 1903, in Brooklyn , N .Y., a son of the late William H.
and Elizabeth May Mitchell Gregory. He
prepared for college at New York Military Academy, and entered Trinity in
1924 with the Class of 1928, but only remained in residence one year.
Before joining Gregory & Sons he was
employed with Gilbert Elliott & Co.,
Theodore Prince & Co., and Redmond &
Co. He was a trustee of the Hewlitt
School for Girls in East Islip, chairman
of the board of the New York Susquehanna & Western Railroad Co., and a
director of the Hycon Manufacturing Co.
and of the Siboney-Caribbean Petroleum
Co.- R.C.B.

ROBERT VINCENT YOUNG. 1932
Word has reached the College of the
death of Robert V. Young on July II at
his home in Hawthorne, New Jersey. He
leaves his wife, the former Miss Mildred
Paula Erb of New Britain, Conn ., whom
he married March 17, 1941 , in the College
Chapel ; his mother; and a son, Noel.
Bob was born December 23, 1909 in
Woburn, Mass., a son of the late Frank
Noel Young and Catherine Meskill
Young. He prepared for college at New
Britain High School and entered in 1929
as a sophomore with the Class of 1932 after a year at Fordham University. He was
a member of the golf team and his fraternity was the Sigma Chapter of Delta Phi.
Bob taught French at New Britain High
School from 1933 to 1942, and then
served in the Army during World War II.
Recently he had been teaching French at
Hawthorne High School and had been
working for his M.A . degree at Seton Hall
University.- J. S.
EMMANUEL SIGMUND
LEWINN, 1933
The Class of 1933 lost one of its most
likable members with the death of E.
Sigmund LeWinn in Philadelphia July 5,
1962. Born in Hartford, the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis E. LeWinn, Sig entered
Trinity from Weaver High School in
Hartford. As an undergraduate, he majored in biology and chemistry and was
on the Tripod staff.
Following graduation from Trinity, he
entered Jefferson Medical School from
which he received his M.D . in 1937; some
of the hospitals he was associated with
were the Frankford Hospital in Philadelphia and the Albert Einstein Medical
Center. His field was Pediatrics.
Sig had many close ties with Trinity.
He was on the Alumni Interviewing Committee, his brother, Dr. Edward B. LeWinn, is of the Class of 1925, and his
son Laurence was graduated from Trinity
in June 1962 and entered Jefferson Medical School this September. Aside from his
son, he leaves his widow, Mrs. Cl aire
Rynes LeWinn, and a daughter, Laura. J.F.B.
BEEKMAN BUDD, 1939
Major Beekman Budd, a United States
Army supply officer, died April 23 at the
Walter Reed Hospital, Washington, D.C.
He leaves his wife, the former Miriam F .
Yolk ; a daughter, Mary Ann ; and a son,
Beekman Jr. He also leaves his father,
Bern Budd, '08, and his brother, Bern Jr.,
'37.
Beekman was born July 18, 1917, in
New York City, a son of Bern Budd and
the late Margaret Beekman Fish Budd.
He prepared for college at the Kent
School. At Trinity he was a member of
the Sophomore Hop Committee, Junior
Prom Committee and Interfraternity
Council. He played freshman football and
won his varsity football letter in his
sophomore year. His fraternity was the
Alpha Chi Chapter of Delta Kappa
Epsilon.
After graduation from the New York
Law School , Beekman was admitted to the
bar in 1942 and joined his father's firm
of Budd & Quencer. Enlisting in the
Army, he was commissioned while serving as a technical sergeant in Europe
during World War II. He also served with
the 25th Infantry Division in Japan and

in Korea, where he was awarded the
Bronze Star medal.
In recent years he was stationed in the
office of the Judge Advocate General's
office in Washington and had been assigned with the Army Garrison, Cameron
Station, Va.
RONALD McDONALD SMITH, 1952
Ron Smith was killed in an automobile
accident August 3 ,at Canterbury, Conn.
He leaves his wife, the former Hildegard
Wagline; two sons, Michael and Eric; a
daughter, Andrea; and his mother, Mrs.
Amelia Reid Smith . Ron transferred from
the University of Connecticut in 1951 and
was graduated in June 1952.
He was born November 29, 1929 in
Dumbarton, Scotland, a son of the late
William R. Smith and Amelia B. Reid
Smith . After graduation from Bulkeley
High School , he was employed with the
Phoenix Life Insurance Company and
International Business Machine Corporation before attending the University of
Connecticut for three years.
After graduation he founded the Reliable Typewriter Exchange in Hartford
and in 1953 moved to Norwich, Conn.:
where he headed this firm.
He was a member of the Norwich Public Parking C<;>mmission, the Lions Club,
and the Norwtch Chamber of Commerce.
He had been president of the Franklin
Street Merchants Association, and held
the rank of major in the Connecticut
Army National Guard.
WARNER RITTENHOUSE
PITCHER, 1959
Warner R. Pitcher, manager of the
North
Philadelphia
Avis-Rent-A-Car
agency, was found beaten to death in his
office on June 28, a victim of a robbery
attempt. He leaves his wife, the former
Jean Chapman of Winsted, Conn., whom
he married April 23, 1960, in the College Chapel ; a daughter, Linda Sue; and
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Norman D. C.
Pitcher '26.
. Warner was born December 18, 1936,
m East Orange, N.J ., and prepared for
college at Upper Darby High School,
Upper Darby, Pa.
Tn college he was treasurer of the
WRTC radio station, a member of the
Senior Ball Committee, the Young Republicans, Canterbury Club and the freshman swimming team.
After graduation he served six months
in the Army at Fort Eustis and Fort Dix
before joining the Avis Company.
Warner was an effective sub-agent for
1959 in the Alumni Fund campaigns. P .S.C.
ROBERT HALE SYMONDS.
HON. 1928
Robert H. Symonds, retired silk thread
manufacturer, died in Madison, Conn.,
August 4. He leaves a son, George, of
Wilton, Conn. , and four grandchildren.
Mr. Symonds was born October 17, 1868,
at Warehouse Point , Conn. , a son of the
late Jehiel Hale and Caroline Eliza
Holkins Symonds.
He was graduated from St. Paul's
School, Concord, N.H., in 1883 and
then traveled extensively abroad. Joining the Leonard Silk Co. in 1888, he
studied the manufacture of silk under the
guidance of his father. In 1909 his
father died, and Mr. Symonds bought

control of the company and changed its
name to the Warehouse Point Silk Co.
He retired in 1943, and moved to Ridgefield , Conn.
Mr. Symonds designed the ecclesiastical
shield for the Episopa1 Diocese of Connecticut some 40 years ago, and wrote
a book entitled 'Ecclesiastical Shields for
the Interior of Churches."
Trinity awarded him an honorary
degree of Master of Arts in 1928.
For many years Mr. Symonds was the
senior warden of St. John's Church,
Warehouse Point.
BERNARD ROSECRANS HUBBARD,
HON. 1941
The Rev. Bernard Hubbard, known as
the "Glacier Priest," died May 28 at
Santa Clara University, Santa Clara,
Calif. , where he had been chairman of
the geology department since 1926. He
leaves a sister, Mrs. Mary Stanley of
Oakland, Calif.
Father Hubbard was born in San
Francisco, November 24, 1888, a son
of the late George Milton Hubbard,
Trinity 1875, and Katherine Cornelia
Wilder.
When the College conferred upon
Father Hubbard the honorary degree of
Doctor of Science, June 16, 1941, he
delivered the Commencement address and
said in part: "Trinity College has had
more to do with the shaping of my
earlier life than any other influence or
institution. It was from Trinity College
that my own revered father was graduated in 1875 . As a sickly child that was
never even expected to reach maturity,
I spent my early years in the constant
companionship of my devoted educated
father. It was he who first implanted in
my young mind the ideas of the Jove of
God and of truth and honesty. It was he
who guided my footsteps, following his
own non pari passu through the difficult paths of knowledge in the Latin
and Greek classics and the true formative humanitarian studies he had learned
so well at traditionally classical Trinity.
With patience and perseverence he toiled
for the realization in his own son, of the
Trinity ideal, mens sana in corpore sano.
"I am grateful to God for giving me
my devoted father. I am grateful to
Trinity for training him. I am grateful
to his memory for all he has given me,
- faith, love, life itself. Nor does Trinity
College merit my love and devotion
merely for the splendid education it
gave my father. At the height of my
career as an explorer, a Trinity College
man was my inspiration and greatest help
in the most hazardous attempt I ever
made in trying to establish a scientific
theory. Convinced from my few years of
association that the Eskimo was TartarMongol in origin and probably the
refugee of the Kubla Khan debacle of the
thirteenth century, I wished to establish
the race as one tribe, not several, as
unilingual, not multilingual. This necessitated a trip around the top of the
world to obtain cumulative evidence."
Father Hubbard was also widely known
for his work in ethnology, anthropology,
paleontology, ichthyology, oceanography
and volcanology. He spent over thirty
summers visiting isolated Eskimo settlements, and came several times to Hartford to lecture and present his movies.
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1958

ENGAGEMENTS
1950
1951
1955

Theodore J. DiLorenzo to Lorraine A. Catano
James B. Curtin to Jeanne A. Fountain
Lt. Ronald H. Kent to Marion J. Jones
Philip D. Truitt to Susannah Pearce

1957
1958

Albert L. Geetter, M.D., to Mildred Gudmundson

1959

William F. Evenson to Nancy C. Gallion
Nathaniel Hathaway III to Betty J. Chapin
C. Wesley P. Melling to Jane Brown

1960

JereL. Bacharach to Ruth Balka
Raymond J. Beech Jr. to Linda M. Ward
John E. McKelvy Jr. to Nancy Wolcott

1961

Stanley H. Lipson to Joyce A. Tipton
PeterS. Postma to Joan Spillane
Thomas Reece to Carolyn Griffin

1962

Nathaniel Larrabee II to Joyce N. Hobbie
William G. McKnight III to Katherine W. Ewart

Howard H. Orenstein to Charlotte Simmons

MARRIAGES
1919

Vincent H . Potter to Dr. Mary Traweek
September 15, 1962
1948 The Rev. WilliamS. Glazier II to Jean E. Monahan
September 15, 1962
1950 Stephen G. Romaine to Nellie M. Uccello
July 28, 1962
1954 William M. Aiken to Jane B. Andrews
August I I, 1962
1956 Russell Z. Johnston Jr. to Katherine A. Yukl
June 8, 1962
Richard J. Jordan to Irene Hoinoski
May 5, 1962
Bruce N. MacDonald to Sonia Black
September 8, 1962
Lloyd L. Temple Jr. to Eunice M. Jones
July 28, 1962
1957 Russell B. Jones Jr. to Wendy Ledyard
June 9, 1962
Richard W. Purdy to Nancy Stevens
May 5, 1962
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Raymond A. Montgomery Jr. to Constance Cappell
June 16, !962
Charles J. Selden to Nancy Schroeder
April18, 1962
1959 Chandler Bigelow II to Caroline E. Bacon
September 8, 1962
Curtis K. Case to Phyllis Johnson
September 22, 1962
Allen R. Frey to Monika Brettschneider
July 26, 1962
1960 John W. Bassett to Sharol A. Sargent
August 25, 1962
Arnold Goldstein to Patricia J. Katz
June I 0, 1962
William C. Jennings Jr. to Ann W. Richmond
June 23, 1962
John D. LaMothe Jr. to Cynthia K. Lewis
September 1, 1962
Edward L. P. Milholland to Charlotte J. Headstream
September 15, 1962
Woodley B. Osborne Jr. to Wendy Bennett
June 2, 1962
Anthony Pratt to Dorothy E. Hearn
August 25, 1962
Robert N. Spahr to Julia W. Darling
September 8, 1962
George Strawbridge Jr. to Sally L. Forman
June 16, 1962
Christopher L. Sturge to Nancy Barks
September 1, 1962
1961 Howard Bonbright II to Eleanor Van R. Lipson
August 25, 1962
PhilipS. Carter Jr. to Janet L. Folkins
May 5, 1962
Richard A. Druckman to Joan P. Moskovitz
August 12, 1962
Christopher D. Illick to Susan S. Dunbar
June 9, 1962
Michael K. Kauf} to Ellen Jo Wasserman
June 10, 1962
John E. Koretz to Carol J. Provo!
August 23, 1962
Albert J. Mayer III to Elsie V. Backman
May 12, 1962
John G. Parsons to Susan L. Byers
August 11, 1962
Richard A. Phelps Jr. to Nancy W. Martin
June 30, 1962
Warren J. Simmons to Marjorie J. Bakalar
June 27, 1962
Samuel Wagner to Mary Ann G. Baker
August 11, 1962
Robert L. Woodward Jr. to Judith B. Malone
September 7, 1962
1962 Harold R. Borus to Elisabeth S. Fowle
September I, 1962
Rodney D . Day Ill to Evelyn M. Scattergood
September 22, 1962
Jonathan G. Granger to Elizabeth H. Zander
August 4, 1962
David A. Grant to Deborah P. Jordan
June 9, 1962
Lt. John H. Jevne to Joan W. Appleton
September 29, 1962
Bruce E. Leddy to Brooke Alexander
August 25, 1962
Donald D. Mills to Judith Cranage
August 18, 1962
David D . Thomas to Priscilla A. Holman
August 4, 1962
Richard A. Werner to Irmgard Feindt
September 22, 1962

BIRTHS
1939
1942
1949
1950
1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Leggett
Martha, April 18, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Middlebrook
William Clark, December 24, 1961
The Rev. and Mrs. R. Sherman Beattie
Richard Mitchell, February 28, 1962 (adoption)
Dr. and Mrs. Merle H. Katzman
Sam, July 16, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. W. Roberts Richmond
Susan Elizabeth, March 10, J 962
Mr. ana Mrs. Morton M . Rosenberg
Lee Ira, July 15, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Donn D. Wright
Jason Chase, April 19, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas C. Lee Jr.
Sharon Anne, August 18,1962
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Smith
Steven Vinson, April 14, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. Stever
James Edward, August I, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Van Sant
Thomas Adam, September 13, 1962
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald I. Forster
Evan Miles, April J I, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks R. Joslin
Timothy Ramsey, July 20, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Lauffer Jr.
Karen Jane, April 23, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Richard T. Lyford Jr.
Richard Taylor lli, September 16, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Simmons Jr.
Mark Walker, August 28, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Peter DeWitt Anderson
Peter DeWitt Jr., September 12, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick A. Brown Jr.
Jennifer Frymoyer, June 19, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. David Clemmer
David Jr., June 13, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Cosby III
William N., June 11 , 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Gillooly
Sheila Marie, March 5, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Godfrey
Mark Holland, June 22, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hill
David Thomas, March 20, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Holmes Jr.
Geoffrey John, Aprill1, 1962
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Kalinowski
Ann Malia, May 5, 1962
Capt. and Mrs. Richard P. Pearson
Patricia Ann, September 8, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Louis S. Piotrowski
Lisa Ann, August 19, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Donald B. Read'
Mark E., April 19, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick H. Searles
Frederick, July 30, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Morton L. Shechtman
Vicki L., June 10, 1962
Capt. and Mrs. Richard H. Smith
Karen Cecile, May I, 1962
The Rev. and Mrs. Donald G. Sukosky
David Donald, April 27, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Morton M. Webber
Karen Lisa, June I 0, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Blair J . V. Wormer
Andrew Blair, April21, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Carey
Maureen Elaine, May 23, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Champenois Jr.
Mary Elizabeth, April 8, 1962

1956

1957

1958
1959

1960

1961

1962

Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Dachs
Melissa, May 27, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Freeman
Diane Farnum, May 7, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald E. Moss
Ronald Keith, August 19, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Roberts
Richard Allen, July 2, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen H. Tudor
Michael Owen, August 2, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Wainman
Thomas Holbrook, August, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H . Welsh
Todd R., April 16, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin H. Coursen
Jeffrey Dean, March 16, 1962
Dr. and Mrs. Robert M. Hammaker
Patricia Lucille, July 23, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Limpitlaw
Alison, April29, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. John H. H. Ritter
Susan Elizabeth, July 2, J 962
The Rev. and Mrs. Edward P. Townsend
Jeffrey Scott, July 7, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Giles A. Vigneault
Susan Ann, June J I, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Wilkman
Dawn Amber, March 23, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Behr
Jeffrey Richard, April9, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Martin S. Caine
Cy , January 2, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. John M. D aniels
Douglas John, September 26, 1961
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Douglas
Theresa Ann, January 5, 1962
Lt. and Mrs. Bertram G. Frazier III
Bertram G. IV, September 18, 1962
Capt. and Mrs. Albert H. Guay
CynthiaJo, December 18, 1961
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. McBurney
Alicia Ann, September 26, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Cortland J. Meader
Karen Elizabeth, July 20, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Russell W. Partridge
Cynthia Ray, April 23, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Mandel E. Slater
Gerald Mark , June 6, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Saunders
Lorraine, April II, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Graham
Jodi Mead, May 21 , 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Terrell E. Graves
Terrell Eric Jr. , September 17, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Adams
Lance, May 6, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm B. Barlow
Margaret, June 27, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Carrington Clark Jr.
Carrington lll, June 6, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Francis A. D'Anzi
Catherine Mary , March 27, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Forman
James C. Jr., April I 0, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Puffer
Jared Hill, March 24, 1962
Lt. and Mrs. George P. Lynch Jr.
Madelaine, April 23, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. Neil C. Nichols
Neil Calvert Jr., June 19, 1962
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Werly
ArieJeffrey,July 10,1962
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Woodbury
Myles Clayton, August 6, 1962
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In this section each Class Secretary
with his address is listed with his
class numerals. The Secretaries will
greatly appreciate receiving news of
your activities or news about other
Trinity Alumni.

'94
'97
'98
'99

Howard Greenley
11 South Pleasant St.
Middlebury, Vt.

Victor F. Morgan
80 Hancock Street
Auburndale 66, Mass.

'98- SIXTY-FIFrH REUNION
How does one write newsy notes about
a class with only one active member? No
news being good news, or so 'tis said,
this secretary reports NO NEWS.
Editor's note- We are happy to report that Vic Morgan is making a good
recovery from a serious operation.
James A. Wales
315 Ave. C., Apt 9-D
New York 9, N .Y.
We are sorry to learn that Jim Wales
has been laid up with an eye infection
and wish him a speedy recovery.
Editor's note- We talked with Jim on
his birthday October 6th and he seemed
in fine spirits.

'01

'02

Anson T. McCook
396 Main Street
Hartford 3, Conn.
1902's 60th Reunion on June 9th
broke records. Out of twelve living members eleven took part- two from California, two from the Carolinas, one each
from Maine and New Jersey and five
from Connecticut. A splendid gathering
of wives, daughters, sons, sisters and
grandchildren joined us on the Campus,
applauded the Alumni Association's
awards for highest attendance percentage
and for oldest Alumnus present, and sat
down with us at the Reunion Dinner that
evening at the McCook home, where
we were honored by a visit from President Jacobs. We can scarcely hope to
equal this record in 1972, but the spirit
which made our 60th notable continues
unabated.
Your Secretary was elected to the executive council of the Episcopal Diocese
of Connecticut last May.

'03
'04

Frederick C. Hinkel Jr.
63 Church Avenue
Islip, L.l., N.Y.
'03 -SIXTIETH REUNION

Bayard Q. Morgan has been elected to
the Modern Foreign Language Teachers'
National Hall of Fame. He was formerly
professor of German at Stanford University and is now living at 730 Santa
Maria Ave., Stanford, Calif.
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'05

Allen R. Goodale
335 Wolcott Hill Rd.
Wethersfield, Conn.

'06

Frederick C. Hinkel Jr.
63 Church Avenue
Islip, L.I., N.Y.
It was good to receive a note from
Elmer Hunt who with his good wife
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary
last April 8. They were married by the
Rev. John Furrer, '07, in Calvary Church,
N.Y.

'08

Edwin J. Donnelly
144 Harral Avenue
Bridgeport, Conn.
FIFTY-FIFTH REUNION

'09

The Rev. Paul H. Barbour
30 Outlook Avenue
West Hartford 7, Conn.
We note that Gilbert Livingston and
Paul Butterworth are still very active in
sundry good works, and doing a great
deal of travelling. Lewis Harriman has
been honored again, having had the student library of the University of Buffalo
named for him.
Hollis Candee has suffered severe injury from a fall, and has been laid up
all summer.
Bayard Snow, far from being retired,
is now engaged in constructing 25 miles
of 30 inch pipe to bring more fresh
water to the city of Cartagena, Colombia.
He is also helping in the selection of
Fulbright Scholars.

'10

William S. Eaton
58 Terry Road
Hartford 5, Conn.

'11

Clarence Sherman
61 Humboldt Street
Providence, R.I.

'12

Harry Wessels
55 Winthrop St.
New Britain, Conn.
We opened headquarters last June 8th
in 39 Jarvis and found that Clarence Penn
had provided caps modeled on the Foreign Legion type and marked 1912. After
lunch we attended the alumni seminars.
Steamed clams and beer was followed by
a buffet dinner in the field house.
Late class arrivals were dismayed to
find that someone had made off with
those class caps not claimed Friday.
The 3rd alumni seminar led by Keith
Funston aroused much interest. Our class
picture was taken with Clarence Penn
in his costume as Marshal of the Alumni
Parade. Present were Breed, Evison,
Herrick, Rankin, Segur, Penn, Wessels,
McClure, Bird, Pettigrew.

At Spring Frolic: Host Dan Webster '10
chats with Fred Hinkel '06.
After the alumni luncheon in the field
house Bill Bird was awarded the prize
for coming the longest distance to the
reunion. It should be noted that Bill
presented our library with some valuable
literary memorabilia and sold to the college library much of his own library.
Later in the afternoon Bill gave a talk
before approximately 200 persons on the
topic "Authors and Printers in Paris in
the Nineteen Twenties."
At our reunion dinner at the University Club, a toast was drunk to our
missing classmates. I was ordered to
express our wishes for early recovery to
Carpenter, Blake, Barnes, Humphrey,
and Barnett. Greetings were read from
Bates, Pulford, Barnett and Steven. Humphrey sent some prints of our class as
Freshmen which were distributed.
You may be interested to note that:
left in class, 25; ill, 6; no word, 8; attended, 10. And so now we join the ranks
of the Immortals!
J. Howard Humphrey whom we all
knew as "Humpy" died last August in
Binghamton, N .Y. He wanted to attend
our 50th reunion but felt unable to make
it.

'13

Thomas G. Brown
170 East 17th Street
Brooklyn 26, N .Y.
FIFTIETH REUNION

'14

Robert E. Cross
208 Newberry Street
Hartford 6, Conn.
One of Ray Woodward's hobbies is
photography. He recently submitted a
picture to the photo contest of The
Hartford Times which was so good that
it not only placed first locally but has
been entered in the national contest.

'15

Ralph H. Bent
5253 Fieldston Road
New York 71, N.Y.
Your Secretary is looking forward to
June 1965, when we of '15 will celebrate
our 50th. How fine it will be to meet
then. Please begin to think of it now,
and to set aside time for us to enjoy
each other's company.
After 29 happy years as Rector of St.
Paul's Church , Englewood, N.J., Arch
Mitchell will retire October !st. He will
reside at 30 Engle St. there, but will
be the temporary rector of Grace Church,
Mathewson St., Providence, R.I. Arch
bas three sons, James A. III, a marine
artist; Hugh Powers, a graduate student at
N.Y.U.; and John, now studying in
Europe, at the Sorbonne and the University of Madrid.
Vert Young has been made vicechairman of "a powerful team of
Louisiana leaders organized to tackle a
formidable foe - the problems of the state
of Louisiana" (New Orleans TimesPicayune). Recognizing that the state has
lost ground in social, educational and
economic growth while the rest of the
nation has advanced, this committee will
work to determine the areas that need
strengthening and seek means for such
improvement. Incidentally Vert has just
been elected president of the Bogalusa
Chamber of Commerce. At Commencement, Vert and his gracious Sylvia told
us of their plans to go to Africa on tour
after Christmas. Your Secretary has commissioned them to look up Lou Ripley
and among other things to get him back
for our 50th.
Tom Brown calls to our attention that
last June 16 De Veaux School, Niagara
Falls, N.Y., dedicated a new dining hall
building in memory of the late Dr. and
Mrs. William S. Barrows '84, headmaster
of the school from 1897 to 1934. The Rt.
Rev. Lauriston L. Scaife '31 president
of the School's Board of Trustees conducted the service.
Editor's note- Incidentally, Tom Brown
has been for years one of De Veaux's
most dedicated and loyal alumni.

'16

Robert S. Morris
I 00 Pearl Street
Hartford 3, Conn.
The Connecticut Historical Society has
cited Shorty Caulfield for his extensive
writings over the years on early epidemics, infant welfare and gravestone
carvers.
Since Jim English's retirement last
Spring as Superintendent of the Connecticut Conference of Congregational Christian Churches, after 25 years of service,
that worthy gent has been showered with
honors and testimonials. At a rally of
some 900 delegates from 300 churches in
the state he was presented with a handsome wrist watch. The University of
Hartford conferred upon him the honorary degree of Doctor of Sacred Theology
in June. And the directors of his Conference staged a whopping reception in
his honor. Beginning October first Jim
assumed the responsibilities as interim
Minister of Hartford's Horace Bushnell
Congregational Church until a new pastor
is found.
Dick Maxon (bless his heart) was
awarded Trinity's Alumni Medal for Excellence at last June's Commencement in

recognition of the monumental service
he has rendered to his community these
many years. It couldn't have happened
to a finer or worthier candidate.
Bob O'Connor spent the month of
September in Europe, sharpening up, we
suspect, his dream of the exterior design
of the new Arts Center.
Bob Morris fractured a disc in March
while rescuing his seven-year-old grandson from a predicament. Shortly thereafter he was appointed to the State
Council on Mental Deficiency, hop.e ful
that there was no chain-reaction significance in the appointment.

'17

Einer Sather
684 Farmington Ave., Apt. 17
West Hartford 7, Conn.
The class of 1917 celebrated its 45th
reunion in a setting of perfect weather,
climaxed by a delicious dinner at the
University Club Saturday, June 9. Class
headquarters in 34 Jarvis were very
active from Friday noon on to late
Saturday, with many well wishers from
other reuning classes joining in our
festivities.
Although the attendance was not as
large as had been hoped for, twelve
Seventeeners were on Campus; Johnny
Bierck, Paul Fenton, Ned Griffith, Jack
Gummere, Bill Hasburg, Sid Hunger·
ford, Herb Jepson, Roger Ladd, Jack
Parker, Art Rabinowitz, Don Tree and
Your Secretary.
Joining with us for our reunion dinner
were Art Burnap, Sid Pinney, Lippy
Phister, Ed Carlson and Charlie Beach
from the class of 1918, Sumner Shepherd, Ham Barber, Ben Silverberg from
the class of 1919, and Hoppy Spoffard
from 1916.
By virtue of having the largest per
capita participation in the Alumni Fund
Drive, the College presented our class
with a half keg of beer.
We understand that Dud Stark, Episcopal Bishop of Rochester, N .Y., will
retire the end of this year, and we suspect will move to Maine as a permanent
resident.

'18

George C. Griffith
47 West Hill Dr.
West Hartford, Conn.
FORTY-FIFTH REUNION

Mel Title was recently honored by
the establishment of a new $10,000
scholarship at Trinity by the Suisman
Foundation, to be known as the Melvin
W. Title Scholarship. Mel is servi ng on
the new West Hartford Public Building
Commission.
Dr. John McK. Mitchell has retired as
dean of the University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine. He had been a
member of the faculty at the medical
school since 1927 and was named dean
in 1948.
Henry Beers delivered the keynote address of the 1962 Individual Insurance
Forum October 29. He is president of the
Health Insurance Association and chairman of the JE.tna Life Insurance Companies.
C. Edwin Carlson has been renominated for Republican registrar of voters
in West Hartford.

Summer Carillonneur: Frank Johnson '17
at the clavier of the Plumb Carillon

'19

Sumner W. Shepherd Jr.
150 Mountain Road
West Hartford 7, Conn.
Clint Brill has moved his company,
the Brill Engineering Corp., from 220
Church St. to 160 West Broadway New
York- 13, N.Y. He is its president.

'20

Joseph Hartzmark
2229 St. James Parkway
Cleveland Heights, Ohio

'21

Beaufort R. L. Newsom
36 Waterside Lane
Clinton, Conn.
It is great news to read that our
Class Agent Arthur N. Matthews is now
a second vice-president and actuary in
the casualty, fire and marine actuarial
department at the home office of The
Travelers Insurance Companies in Hartford. We shall see Art back at reunions
and football games covering himself
with a red umbrella. Art has always done
a fine job as Class Agent.
Moses J. Neiditz of West Hartford
bas been named chairman of the board
of trustees of the Hartford Art School
of the University of Hartford. Since
leaving college Mose has been very active
in Hartford civic affairs. We are mightily
pleased to see him recognized for his
integrity and ability.
Nelson Shepard has been seen around
Clinton Beach and in town shopping,
while vacationing here at his cpttage on
the shore, which he has been enjoying for
many years. He says that he will not
miss a single football game this season.
It is all he can do to keep off the playing
field and getting into action.
Your Secretary is having a board meeting of the Clinton Historical Society
shortly to discuss appointing a curator
for the Society's museum room, and
getting plans ready for the town's tercentenary, which will call for going allout in celebrating the first settlement
which was called Homonoscitt in an
unclaimed area, now a State Recreational
Park.
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Jack Reitemeyer, president and publisher of the Hartford Courant, has been
reelected to a one year term on the board
of directors of Brand Name Foundation
Inc. Jack really gets around and is my
best bet, when news of classmates is
needed for Class Notes, which are read
with interest by all who are and ever will
be associated with Trinity College.
It was good to see Frank Hutchison
back on campus for the Williams game.
He has been summering in Clinton, Conn.

'22

Bert C. Gable Jr.
61 Clearfield Road
Wethersfield, Conn.
Our 40th reunion was a dandy with
the biggest delegation certainly for a
good number of years- 20 all told resplendent in gold beer jackets and blue
caps.
As usual Fred Tansill and Glover
Johnson threw a delightful cocktail party
in their suite at the Statler for the boys
and their wives. We must be getting a
little older though. The dinner at the
Statler was a little on the quiet side and
not from lack of fortification!
Joe Hurwitz has joined a new Hartford
law office of Ritter and Berman as firm
counsel. Good luck Joe. We all shared
in Joe's pride at commencement when
his brother received an honorary degree.
Fred Tansill represented the College
at the inauguration of Dr. James M.
Hester as President of New York University October 25.

'23

James A. Calano
35 White Street
Hartford 6, Conn.
FORTIETH REUNION
Earle Anderson's passing on April 23rd
saddened us all. Earle was always a
steady, conscientious fellow in whatever
endeavor he undertook. I'll miss his
frequent phone calls. Although he kept
himself in the background, he followed
class alumni activities with great interest.
We extend our sincere sympathy to his
family and friends.
Walt Canner and Doug Perry are all
hopped up about our next REUNION.
Already they have contributed their
efforts by writing to classmates to stir
up interest. The dates are set for June 7,
8 and 9. Please note them on your
calendar.
The Centennial Class of Trinity College congratulates Freddy Tansill '22 on
his award of the Eigenbrodt trophy. We
always felt we were fortunate to have a
gentleman of Freddy's caliber the leader
of our rival class.
Congratulations to the Stan Millers on
the arrival of their first grandchild, David
Scott, born April 26 at Gans, Pa., to
David and Joan Miller. The Jim Calanos
are receiving congratulations on the announcement of the engagement of their
daughter, Lorraine Ann, to attorney
Theodore J. DiLorenzo, Trinity '50.
Nuptials are planned for November.
Fred Bowdidge represented the College at the inauguration of Dr. H. Guy
Moore as president of William Jewell
College November 8. He plans to be back
next June for our 40th.

'24
16

Stanley L. Kennedy
70 Ledgewood Road
West Hartford 7, Conn.

'25

Raymond A. Montgomery
North Racebrook Road
Woodbridge, Conn.

Our own Kenny Smith, baseball writer
with the Daily Mirror and Secretary of
the Baseball Writers Association of America, was given a gala reception and testimonial party in Danbury, his hometown,
in honor of his long and successful career
as a sports writer. In addition to a
portable typewriter, Ken was given a
scroll signed by more than 200 of his
townspeople. Celebrities from the sports
world included Mel Allen, Yankee Baseball Sportscaster, Dan Parker, Sports
Editor of the Mirror, Andy Robustelli,
All Pro football end from the Giants,
Toots Shor, Restaurateur, and many
others. Mayor J. Thayer Bowman of
Danbury, an intimate friend of Ken's,
was toastmaster, and in addition to sports
figures, introduced notables from city
and state, all of whom had nice things to
say about Trinity's and our classmate,
Ken Smith.
George Malcolm-Smith was recently
advanced to manager of the public information and advertising department of
the Travellers Insurance Company. And,
Oh Yes!, George's new book, The Lady
Finger, published by Smith Doubleday,
is on the market and may be purchased
for $3.50. It displays his delightful, sometimes sardonic sense of humor, and is
based on a bank robbery which a Hartford insurance man helps the police and
F.B.I. to solve. As usual , Trinity is in
there, something George always manages
to do.
Dick Noble after more than 35 years
with the Southern New England Telephone Co. retired in September of this
year. He and his charming wife Betty
will continue to live in Milford as a base,
but don't expect to find them there. Your
best bet would be on a plane or a ship
between New York and the State of
Washington.
Our beloved classmate Pete Meranski
passed away September 14. We were all
very proud of Pete's accomplishments
and will miss him sadly at our reunions,
which he never failed to attend. We
extend our deepest sympathy to his wife
and family.
P. Otis Zwissler's hobby is now sailing;
the last I heard he was spe nding most of
his time boating. We all would like to
hear from him. How about it Zwiss?
Bring us up to date.

'26

N. Ross Parke
18 Van Buren Ave.
West Hartford 7, Conn.

Dick Ford is making a good recovery
after a stay in the hospital. Ken Stuer
represented the College at the inauguration of Dr. Kenneth S. Pitzer as president
of William Marsh Rice University, Houston, Texas, October I 0.
Your Secretary received first award
in the Landscape Class at the 4th Annual
Cherry Hill Art Festival last July. I have
also been elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society of Arts in London.
Congratulations to Mark Coletta on
becoming managing director of a large
apartment hotel in Florida. He can be
reached at 1602 North Seacrest Blvd.,
Boynton Beach, Fla.

At Campus Conference: Ned Griffith '17
receives Class of '34 Cup from Andy Onderdonk '34.

'27

Winthrop H. Segur
34 Onlook Rd.
Wethersfield 9, Conn.
Just to refresh the memories of those
who were with us on our 35th reunion
and to bring the others up-to-date, herewith the minutes of our annual meeting:
"The annual meeting of the Class of
1927 was called to order at 8:30 P.M.
on June 9, 1962 at the home of Pete
Eberle in Windsor by Chairman Andy
Forrester.
The following were present:
Joe Bashour, Stan Bell, Frank Bloodgood, Jim Cahill, Fred Celentano, Bob
Condit, Frank Conran, Pete Eberle, Andy
Forrester, Rog Hartt, Bob Hildebrand,
Ed Johnson, Reynolds Meade, Carl Mul·
ler, Win Segur, Cass Sutula.
The Executive Committee's recommendation that the offices of Secretary
and Treasurer be combined was formally
accepted and so ordered with the writer
as the designated officer.
It was agreed to establish annual dues
of $5.00 payable on or after September I,
1962. The resultant fund to defray printing, postage and other expenses incidental
to Class operation.
The motion was made and unanimously
carried to hold a 40th Reunion in 1967
for those of us lucky enough to still be
around.
Thanks were extended to the Chairman
and Secretary-Treasurer for steering the
35th reunion weekend and making possible the $1,200 Class gift to the college
library.
The meeting adjourned at 9:15 with a
rising vote of thanks to Pete and Bobby
Eberle extended by the Class and their
wives who were their guests for a social
hour and buffet dinner."
J. B. Allen missed our reunion as he
had to be in London (England, that is)
to get acquainted with his new daughterin-law. Howie Smalley had the choice of
reunion or getting his boat in the water.
The boat won. Shortly after reunion,
Frank and Julie Conran took a small tour
of the continent and Ireland. Frank's report of the trip wouldn't be the cause of
a rush for plane reservations. While Bill
Keller was unable to get up in June he
and Jean did get up for the Williams
game this fall. Bill ha.s done quite a job
on his avoirdupois as evidenced by a
shrinkage from size 52 to 48!

Your Secretary, in an endeavor to
secure some up-to-date news for this
issue of the Alumni Magazine sent out
25 double postals and although the return postals were addressed and stamped,
only two saw fit to respond.
Rog Hartt told about the arrival of his
first grandson (Congrats, Rog!) and Stan
Bell sent a wonderful group of colored
photos taken during reunion on the
campus and at Pete Eberle's.

'28

Royden C. Berger
53 Thomson Road
West Hartford 7, Conn.
THIRTY-FIFTH REUNION

The class of 1928 will have its 35th
reunion next June. This is something no
one will want to miss, particularly if it
is a long time since you have attended a
reunion or visited Trinity.
Plan to attend . The dates are June 7-9.
While visiting Trinity recently I happened to see the Reunion Trophy, the
Board of Fellows Bowl which is presented
each year to the class whose reunion program and activities were outstanding.
1928 has won the trophy twice, the only
class with this distinction. Let's do it
again!
Congratulations to John Lonsdale who
was recently elected president of the
Tenant Owned Apartment Association in
New York City. John is in the real estate
business and is president of Brown, Harris, Stevens, Inc. He has a married
daughter, two grandaughters and a son,
Harvard '57, John W. Jr., who married
Miss Eileen M. Field of Sloatsburg, N.Y.,
October 6.
Both Moe Green and Your Secretary
have sons at Wesleyan of all places. My
son returned in September as a junior,
after three years in the Army Security
Agency as a Russian linguist.

'29

James V. White
22 Austin Road
Devon, Conn.
Jack Wardlaw has been elected "man
of the year" by the Raleigh, N.C., Association of Life Underwriters. His new
phonograph record "Thought Plus Action" produced by Success Motivation Institute, Inc., has been most successful. It
describes Jack's sales strategy.

Jack
Wardlaw '29

'30

Philip M . Cornwell, M.D.
Talcott Notch Road
Farmington, Conn.
The Rev. Francis Belden has been
elected a deputy for the provincial synod
of the Episcopal Diocese of Connecticut.

At Spring Frolic: Ralph Bent '15 and Fred
Tansi/L '22

'31

Lewis A. Giffin, M .D.
85 Jefferson St.
Hartford 14, Conn.
Jerome Wyckoff is editor and author
for the Western Publishing Co. in New
York City, but finds time to do fine work
in his community. Recently he accepted
the chairmanship for New York of the
United Negro College Fund , a position
which he has held on the local level in
Ridgewood, N.J., for ten years. Hats off
to you, Jerry- good work!
Herb Wilkinson, vice president of store
expansion for W. T. Grant Co. was a
recent campus visitor.

'32

Julius Smith, D .D.S.
242 Trumbull St.
Hartford, Conn.
Our thirtieth reunion in June was topnotch - the weather excellent, the campus
beautiful. A committee headed by your
new secretary included Campbell, Galinsky, Golino, Gledhill, Sidor, and Zazzaro. (Reuter became a member exofficio in charge of refreshments.)
Ray Adams arrived soliciting votes for
his re-election to Judge of Probate Court,
and Funston gladly paid the dinner tab
after getting a $25 ,000 increase in salary
-total $125,000 yearly.
Prior, our new trustee, came in from
Rochester, New York , Slater arrived from
New York City, Phippen from Boston,
Glassman and wife made it from Virginia,
Baldwin was up from Washington, D.C.,
and Christy from Rhode Island. Other
Connecticut men who attended included
Andrus, Bialick, Bronstein, Carlton,
Grainger, Norman, and Sayers.
Boeger sent a check with a note, and
nice letters were received from Abbott,
Greene, Martin, Melay, and Spray, all of
whom wished they could have made it.
Now we're looking forward to the next reunion and hope to receive any news of
interest from all our classmates.
John Burke's daughter, Beverly Elizabeth, married Stephen F. Gunther, April
7, 1962. Bill Grainger marked his 30th
anniversary with the Connecticut Bank &
Trust Co., October 1st.

'33

John F. Butler
Trinity College
Hartford 6, Conn.
THIRTIETH REUNION

Tt may be a surprise but I hope not a
shock to many of '33 that our 30th Re-

union will be this June. Please save the
dates of June 7, 8, and 9. Jack Tracy has
accepted the appointment of Chairman
for the '33 Reunion; you will be hearing
from the Committee later in the Fall.
Many of us were happy about the appointment of "Zeke" Melrose as Principal of Weaver High School and also the
appointment by the Trustees of Trinity
College of Jack Cotter to the Senior
Board of Fellows. Jack, as many of you
know, has been Judge of the Superior
Court in Connecticut since 1955. From
distant San Joaquin, Calif., we hear that
Bob Holmes has been named Executive
Secretary of the San Joaquin County Association of Insurance Agents. Bob previously was in Longview, Wash., where
he was president of the General Mortgage Agency.
At present, our Reunion Chairman,
Jack Tracy, is busy with the upcoming
election, having been named Republican
Campaign Manager for the town of
Bloomfield . I am sure Si Bernstein is on
the other side of the fence. I was very
disappointed when this summer I missed
a visit to the campus by AI Robbins and
his son.

'34

John A. Mason
Trinity College
Hartford 6, Conn.

Ed and Betty Craig's second son,
Roger, recently married Miss Ann B. Rea
of Marion, Ohio. After the wedding the
senior Craigs had a nice visit with Jim
and Frances Baldwin in Medina. Chuck
and Helen Kingston announce the engagement of their daughter, Pamela, to
James F. Anderson of Kearney, N.J.
Chuck has been elected a director of the
Cushman Chuck Co., Hartford, and an
alumni trustee of Trinity College.
Bill Henebry, principal of James Memorial High School , Simsbury, Conn., was
invited to inspect the U.S. Air Force
Academy in Colorado Springs last August. Charlie Sutherland has been elected
vice president and comptroller of the
Waterbury Savings Bank.
It was good to get a glimpse of Don
Dumont on campus last June. He is with
the State Department and living at 2300
Montgomery, Silver Springs, Md.
Stirling Sill is working at the Hartford
Hospital , and Chet Newman has joined
Bidwell Hardware Co. in Hartford. Gene
Gane has moved back to 185 Water St.,
Unionville, Conn., from San Diego and
has resumed his dental practice. Ed Mullarkey's boy, Edward J ., won an Isidore
Wise Travel Foundation prize for a trip
to Europe last summer. Bert Holland has
been reelected a director of the Hartford
Symphony Society.
Bill Moore is general traffic supervisor
of Southern New England Telephone Co.
and lives in Sachems Head, near New
Haven. He reports three grandchildren.
Nat Clark has undergone a serious operation siege, but is on the mend now and
visited the coast last summer.
At the cornerstone laying ceremony of
Alpha Delta Phi fraternity September 29,
Andy Onderdonk was introduced as "Mr.
Phi Kapp" and as "Mr. Trinity." We concur.
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At Campus Conference: Sam Coale '34 ,
New Britain Association past president,
holds prized Capen Trophy received from
Jack Gooding '31 (left). Roger Martin
(right) succeeded Coale as president.

'35

Robert J. Lau
96 Pennwood Dr., South
Trenton 8, N.J.
Commander Eric S. Purdon, USNR,
was decorated June 19 with the Special
Rosette of the Order of Cloud and Banner, the highest decoration given to
foreigners by the Republic of China, by
Captain Chih Meng-bing, naval attache
at the Chinese Embassy in Washington,
D.C. Eric was cited for meritorious service during his tour of duty as public information officer of the U.S. Taiwan Defense Command from August 1960 to
December 1961. He is now stationed at
the U.S. Navy Training Publication Center in Washington.
Lt. Col. Pearce Alexander is stateside
once more. He can be reached at Hq.,
USA, CBT DEY COMD, Fort Belvoir,
Va.

'36

Robert M. Christensen
66 Centerwood Rd.
Newington, Conn.
Jay Hurewitz, professor at Columbia
and author of numerous books and articles
on the politics of the Middle East, has
been granted a year's leave of absence
to accept a high scholarly honor. He has
been appointed to the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences
in Palo Alto, Calif. There he will devote
himself to writing the first of two volumes
on the history of political relationships
between Europe and the Middle East.
Jay's most recent work is a study called
"Russia and the Turkish Straits." It will
be published in World Politics and, since
it concerns Jay's discovery of some treaties
forged by the Russians, it promises to
make a bit of a sensation.
Herb More of Douglastown, N.Y., has
been appointed vice president of Kliegl
Bros., in charge of professional and educational television lighting sales and engineering. Herb was previously manager of
the television department and went into
television lighting with Kliegl in 1948
after working in theatrical and television
lighting. Incidentally, Herb visited the
campus recently to supervise the installation of the lighting of Station WEDH,
Channel 24, Connecticut's new Educational TV station which went on the air
October 1.
John R. Williams has returned to the
U.S.A. from Tangiers and will probably
be selling electric language teaching equipment. He will reside at 426 W. Preston
Street, Hartford.
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Ralston V. Hyde has been appointed
assistant vice president and auditor of the
United States Trust Company of New
York. He had been auditor since 1952.
Don Burke has left Tim e and Life but
remains overseas. He is now managing
director ofTAC- the architects collaborative- which gives the impression of being
a more sedate sort of work than previous
assignments. Can it be that Don is slowing
down? New address: TAC S.P .A. Via
Parigi II , Rome.
Jack Hanna is at the University of
Helsinki in Finland, having been awarded
a Fulbright Lectureship in American
Literature there.
Frank V. Manion, attorney of West
Hartford, was chosen the first chairman of
the newly formed West Hartford Public
Building Commission in August'. The first
job of the commission under Frank's
chairmanship will be construction of a
million dollar school.
A recent issue of the Delaware Valley
Announcer carried a two page article on
Dr. 1. Kapp Clark and tells of his fine
research work in the pharmaceutical industry. Kapp is Vice President of Research and Development at Smith Kline &
French, Philadelphia, and a member of
the firm's Board of Directors.

to construct a $3 ,000,000 country day
school for girls in Princeton.
After almost eleven years of service at
the Cpiscopal Church of the Mediator in
Allentown, Art Sherman is off to a new
post in Warren, Ohio. He will become
rector of Christ Episcopal Church in Warren.
John Locke with McCann-Erickson
Corp. is now living in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Gary Merrill is in a new play "Step On
A Crack" which is presently in rehearsal
at the Barrymore Theatre.
Rufe Wroth called on me recently to
say he is now living in Thompson, Conn.
and is with Young & Selden Company,
representing them in New England.

'37

Robert M. Kelly
95 Elizabeth St.
Hartford, Conn.
The Twenty-fifth Reunion for '37 was
an outstanding success. Here are a few
items to bring up-to-date those who were
unable to attend. A fine turnout of members and wives had a bang-up time from
early Friday afternoon 'til the early hours
of Sunday. The costume for Saturday's
parade- a Greek toga, sandals, and laurel
wreath to reinforce our theme, "The Last
of the lntellektuals" - brought down the
house and was acclaimed by many of those
present as the most original costume in
thirty years. The Board of Fellows Bowl
was awarded to us for our costume and
we gave a $2,000 gift to the college to
purchase microfilming equipment for the
library.
A great vote of thanks is due Harry
Sanders for his outstanding leadership of
the entire Reunion Committee.
Bill H ull, our Class Agent, is delighted
with '37's fine response to the Alumni
Fund. The largest percentage, 72 per cent,
gave the largest amount ever.
Joe Greco, now retired from the Air
Force, has joined the faculty of the Watkinson School, Hartford. Siebrand H.
Niewenhous is now living in Cleveland,
Ohio, operating an advertising agency. The
Niewenhous Associates, Terminal Tower,
Cleveland 13. Bart Wilson is now Sales
Promotion and Advertising Manager for
the Ingraham Company in Bristol. Bob
Kelly was recently appointed Assistant
Superintendent of the Hartford Public
Schools.

'38

James M. F. Weir
151 High Street
Portland, Conn.

TWENTY-FIFTH REUNION
We just received the news of the appointment of Neil Pfanstiel as assistant
secretary, Bond Underwriting Department, IEtna Casualty & Surety Company.
Pat Culleney now residing in Saratoga
Springs, N.Y., and presently raising funds

Eric Purdon '35 receives Special Rosette
of the Order of Cloud and Banner from
Capt. Chih Meng-bing, naval attache at
Chinese Embassy in Washington

'39

John T . Wilcox
57 Glenview Drive
Newington, Conn.

Keith Schonrock formerly State Capitol
and legislative correspondent for the Hartford Courant was recently named public
relations director of the Democratic State
Central Committee. Keith has been correspondent for the Courant since 1942
and has covered every session of the State
Legislature since 1943. Keith is married
and lives in Plainville. He and his wife
have 3 sons. Bob Schreck this past April
represented the College at the inauguration of Edward John Sabol as president
of Cobleskill College.
The following address changes have
been reported to the Alumni Office within
the past 6 months: Leon Gilman, 21 Gray
St., Hartford 5; Fred Haight, 33 Riverside
Dr., New York, N .Y.; Philips Hawkins, 7
Forest Glen Dr., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Francis
Hope, 37 Huntington St., Apt. 3-F, Hartford 5; Ril:hard Leggett, 81 Spring Lane,
West Hartford 7; Eugene Lieder, 859
Rumsey Ave. , Lawrence Park, Erie, Pa.;
Robert Madden, Woodside Enterprises, 24
School St., Boston, Mass.; The Rev. John
Reinheimer, 4540 41st St. N., Arlington,
Va.; Francis Stockwell, 437 Parkside Dr.,
Bay Village, Ohio; George Weaver, W.
Palm Beach , Fla.
Your Secretary participated in a panel
"Vocations in Financial Institutions" at
the University of Connecticut August I 7
under the sponsorship of the Connecticut
Council for the Advancement of Economic Education . The Rev. George Smith,
rector of St. Matthew's Church, Wor-

cester, Mass., represented the College at
the inauguration of Dr. Harvey P. Storke
as President of Worcester Polytechnic Institute, October 26.
Stephen M. Riley
3 Hyde Road
West Hartford 17, Conn.
Bennett Webber has been appointed
regional supervisor in the sales division of
the Berkshire Life Insurance Co., Pittsfield, Mass. He is a director of the Springfield Life Underwriters Association and
vice president of the Springfield Sales
Executive Club.
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'41

Frank A. Kelly Jr.
21 Forest Dr.
Newington 11, Conn.
Ed Foley has been named head of a
new finance and administration department by General Electric Corporation.
Ed's department will consolidate G. E.'s
aerospace and defense operations in Washington, D .C. Walt Flanders is now with
Arrow Jet General Co., Sacramento
Calif.
'
Ted Knurek has succeeded Joe Beidler
'42, as football coach at Weaver High
School, Hartford. While he guided the
football destinies of Plainville High
School, Ted's teams had two years of unbeaten play, climaxed by the winning of
the State Class B Title. So it looks as if
happy days are ahead for Weaver fans.
In a pre-season interview, Ted was pessimistic, pointing out that among other
misfortunes, he had lost his entire backfield. Apparently one of the nece·s sary
coaching arts which Ted picked up from
Dan Jessee was the spreading of gloom at
a pre-game news conference. Ivan Bennett
has been appointed associate professor of
psychiatry at Indiana University.
The Hartford Courant recently had an
article on the Lavieri family of Litchfield
County. It cited Joe Lavieri as personifying the inherent versatility and industry
of the family. Besides being president of
the Sterling Engineering Co., Joe has
built ~is own nine room home, is an accomplished photographer and has won
fame as a breeder of Shropshire Sheep. I
remember that at one of the class reunions
Joe gave a colorful account of the disadvantages of using a brand new station
wagon as a transport for a newly purchased sheep.
The Hartford Times carried a photo of
Phil Smith beaming proudly beside Phil
Jr., who had just won a Frank Gannett
Newspaperboy Scholarship. The news
story stated that the boy had made the
eccentric choice of Worcester Tech over
Trinity for his higher education; but in
spite of that, I know he will have the best
wishes of Phil's classmates.
At the Fall Campus Conference I saw
Ray Thomsen, Hal Heap and Dick Moody.
Dick is now senior vice president of J.
Max~ell Pringle & Co., Inc. of New York,
handhng mortgage loans from coast to
coast. He revealed an unexpected facet of
his personality when he confided that he is
the leader of a troop of Explorer Scouts.
For those of us who have known Dick as
the soul of conviviality at our class
gatherings the thought of his wrestling
with a pup tent on a rainy night in a trustworthy, loyal , friendly, clean and reverent
manner must produce a feeling of deep
emotion.

'42

Martin D. Wood
19 Tootin Hill Road
West Simsbury, Conn.

Before we talk about our 20th Reunion
let's look at our class notes. Frank Fasl
has a new son, David Francis. This is
Fr~nk's fifth boy, and he has four girls.
Thts puts Frank in tie for first place with
Max Hagedorn. At least it is first place
to the best of my knowledge. Do we have
any challengers?
Phil Schwartz has been elected vice
president, manufacturing, at the Colt's
Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company, Inc. Formerly, Phil was associated
with the Hi-Standard Manufacturing Co.
Inc. of Hamden. Dr. Bob Whitsitt has been
elected supervising principal of the Dover
School , Dover Plains, N.Y. This change
kept Bob from attending our Reunion;
we were sorry he couldn't make it. Congratulations to Clayton Jensen who has
been appointed an associate professor of
Mathematics at Virginia Military Institute
with the rank of lieutenant colonel.
Dr. Paul Pizzo has been elected to the
board of directors of the General Practitioners' Association of Hartford. George
Stoughton is the publicity chairman for
Hartford's Christ Church Cathedral 200th
anniversary.
Our 20th was without question the best
Reunion we have had. We had a fair turnout, but anything short of 100% would
be disappointing. Below I have listed those
who attended. I hope I have not missed
anyone; if I have, please let me know.
Friday night, we met in the rooms
which we had reserved for our class, and,
if noise is any indication of a good time,
I can report, after walking the length of
the campus, that the class of '42 was
obviously having the best time. The refreshments, both hard and soft, were as
good as you will find any place. Some of us
danced later in the evening.
Saturday night, we had a fine roast beef
dinner at the City Club. The food was
good, the conversation and visiting better.
Charlie Johnson acted as Master of Ceremonies, and each of us had a few words
to say.
We elected Don Viering to represent
the class on the Alumni Council, Bob
Nichols will continue to be class agent,
and I will continue to fill the secretary's
spot.
A considerable amount of discussion
centered around plans for our 25th Reunion. We plan to establish a small committee to look forward to this event and
start plans for it now. You will be hearing
from that group for your ideas relatively
soon.
All tn all, it was a fine reunion , and
we were sorry that all of you were not
there. We hope each will plan well in
advance for the 25th.
The following men attended the reunion alone: Matt Birmingham, Charlie
Johnson, Bill Middlebrook, Ray Rodgers,
Bill Scully, and T. B. Wood.
The following men were fortunate in
having their wives attend the reunion
with them: Jack Barber, Dick Bestor,
Joe Beidler, Bob Elrick, Max Hagedorn,
Fred Jacobs, George Jacobsen, Bob
Madama, Ray Manning, Bob Nichols,
Paul Pizzo, Milford Rhines, Henry Rothauser, Tom Tamoney, Don Viering,
and Marty Wood.

At Spring Frolic: Stew Ogilvy '36, Gil
Oelbaum '49, Hank Uhlig '29 and Doug
Perry '23 watch softball game.

'43

John L. Bonee
McCook, Kenyon and Bonee
50 State Street
Hartford 3, Conn.
TWENTIETH REUNION

Jim Murray is the sports editor for the
Los Angeles Times-Mirror, doing a sports
column for our own Hartford Times as
well as many other newspapers throughout the nation. They call him the "Toast
of the Coast" in Los Angeles and were
so pleased to have him when he came to
the Times-Mirror that they flashed across
Page One in tall, black letters the word he
was coming to that newspaper. There was
also a parade and a banquet! There follows a quotation from a recent column
Jim did on the Patterson-Liston fight
which illustrates Jim's unique and refreshing style:
"Someone has dug up an old part of
the archives to find out that if a man is
knocked out of the ring, he gets 20 seconds to get back. But from the look of
Liston's hands, Floyd may need a cab to
get back. Instead of knocking him for a
loop, he may knock him in The Loop.
If Liston knocked me out of the ring, I
would be inclined to let it go at that."
Dan Miller has joined Hornblower &
Weeks, the brokerage firm, having been
previously with Cooley & Company of
Hartford. Dave Tyler's three charming
youngsters are much like "fins off the old
whale." A recent West Hartford news
feature told of Duffy's four national records and numerous state records, Mary's
dozen state records and Langdon's representation on record holding relay teams.
Reub Pomerantz has been appointed
special assistant to the assistant secretary
for commerce for science and technology,
J. Herbert Holloman.
Your Secretary has been elected a
trustee of the Children's Museum, Hartford.

'44

Harry R. Gossling, M.D.
37 Boulter Road
Wethersfield 9, Conn.

Frank W. Eichorn received a Master of
Science Degree in Education from Temple
University June 14, 1962.
Francis W. Palfrey Jr. of Keene, N.H.,
has been named manager of the newly
formed casualty department at Mutual
Insurance Company of Hartford. Francis
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entered Trinity College in the Class of '44
but his college was interrupted , like many,
by World War 11. At the completion of
service in the Air Force during World
War II, he completed his education at
Boston University.
Our sincerest sympathy to Tom Smith
whose mother recently died.
Elliott Stein has been appointed Dean
of the Oakland-Grove
Preparatory
School , Bristol , Conn. Peter Torrey represented the College at the inauguration of
Brother Timothy Michael as president
of St. Mary's College of California
October 4.
Andrew W. Milligan
15 Winterset Lane
West Hartford 17, Conn.
Ward Van Buren Hart Jr. has recently
been appointed an actuary with the JEtna
Insurance Co. in Hartford. He joined
the company in 1950.

Ben
Webber'40

'45

'46

Charles S. Hazen
10 Oxford Dr.
West Hartford 7, Conn.
While on leave from his ministerial
duties in New Delhi , India, this summer, The Rev. Bill Studwell took a busman's holiday and preached at the First
Methodist Church in Hartford where his
father-in-law is minister.
John Ferrante reports more singing
activity with the New York Pro Musica.
This includes concerts at Tanglewood, at
opening ceremonies at New York's new
Lincoln Center, and at Brooklyn College's annual Baroque Festival where
John was soloist. Anyone interested may
hear John as guest artist on a Decca recording of Spanish music of the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries released last
August or another recording of Medieval
English carols coming out in December.
John Reed is studying for the ministry at
Anglican Theological College in Vancouver, B.C.
Your Secretary was elected editor of
the Home Office Life Underwriters Association at their annual meeting last
May in Toronto.
Various address changes recently noted
include: Dr. Fred Beckwith, U.S.N. Air
Station, School of Aviation Medicine,
Pensacola, Fla.; Ed Cosgrove back to
Guilford, Conn. c/ o P. 0. Box 208; Roland deCorneille, 22 Wenderly Dr.,
Toronto 19, Ontario; Bob Golden, 325
Smallwood Dr., Coraopolis, Pa. ; Bob
Greason, 20 Nassau Dr. , Larchmont,
N.Y.; Bill Nelson, Rebel Ridge Dr., Lexington, Va.; John Thompson, 318 N.
Main St., Spring Valley, N.Y.

'47

Paul J. Kingston , M .D.
28 Bishop Road
West Hartford 7, Conn.
The fifteenth Reunion of our class was
held this past June. We were not in any
way offering competition with the other
classes as to the number who returned for
the reunion, but the few who did attend
had an enjoyable and worthwhile time.
Dr. Irving Poliner deserves special
mention and congratulations for his effort. He and his wife came from Maine
to attend . In view of the small number
that attended the reunion and the fact
that this has been repetitive for all the
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reunions planned, I am strongly in favor
of combining the classes of 1945, 1946
and 1947 and utilizing 1946 as a reference point for reunion years. In this way
we should be able to increase the number present by a factor of three.
The Rev. Frederick Pope, rector of St.
George's Church , Dayton, Ohio, is celebrating his eighth anniversary at St.
George's. This May they are going to
begin a new church with completion date
set for the fall of 1963.
Karl Reiche represented the College at
the inauguration of Dr. William C. H.
Prentice as president of Wheaton College October 27 .
Ed Friedlander has been appointed
director of public relations for the TuftsNew England Medical Center. For the
past eight years he has been director of
public relations of the Pratt Clinic-New
England Center Hospital and has become
known as one of the pioneers in the field
of hospital and medical public relations.

'48

The Rev. E. Otis Charles
Saint John's Church
Washington, Conn.
FIFTEENTH REUNION

Class news, at this time, seems limited
to whatever implications may be drawn
from a change in address. There has
been considerable moving about from
one location to another within the same
community. In the interest of 'conservation,' I have not taken space to list
these, though they might prove to be of
interest sociologically. The following
enumeration is of those major moves
known to your secretary:
The Rev. Orice Gracey, who formerly
resided in Santa Ana, Calif., may now
be addressed American Red Cross, A. P.O.
235 , San Francisco; Norwood H. Keeney
Jr. has returned from England and is
now located in Hudson, N.H. (Watson
Road , R.D. 2); Brooks Maue has given
up Colorado Springs for Long Beach,
California (651 0 DeLeon St.); Richard
Quinn and Frederick Mertz have departed from Connecticut for Yardley, Pa.
(20 Spring Lane) and Freeport, Ill. ,
(1323 So. Chicago Ave.) respectively;
Bruce Nicholson returned to New York
City (321 East 48th St.) from San Francisco; John Thomas has come to Weston,
Conn . (Lyons Plain Road) from St. Croix;
and Richard Weitzel is now living in San
Antonio (219 North Crest).
A recent clipping indicates that Theodore Lockwood has been appointed Dean
of Faculty at Concord College, Athens,

West Va. He was also elected a Junior
Fellow on the College Board of Fellows.
Joseph Molinari was named manager of
the new process development department
of C. H . Dexter & Sons Inc. , Windsor
Locks, Conn., this past July. He joined
Dexter in 1949 as a chemist.
Doug Carter has left Loomis School
to become associate professor of chemistry at State University College, Fredonia,
N.Y. Howard Werner ran in the primary
for the Connecticut State senatorial primary in the Second District. Unfortunately he lost in a close race. He has been
named chairman for the Hartford Zionist
Israel Bond Drive. Dr. Peter Stokes will
represent the College at the inauguration
of Dr. John H. Fischer as president of
Teachers College, Columbia University.
Bill Lichtenberger has been elected an
assistant secretary of the JEtna Insurance
Co. and will assume underwriting and
production responsibilities at the home
office in Hartford. He has been manager
of the JEtna's Philadelphia office.
Jim Strongin has been appointed manager of the Magazine Publishers Association Magazine Advertising Bureau division. He has been with the association
two years having previously worked four
years with Life Magazine.
Charles I. Tenney, C.L.U.
Manufacturers Life Ins. Co.
2 Penn Center Plaza
Philadelphia 2, Pa.
It's the silly season again. The politicians are stirring up a storm. Bob Cudworth writes all about Ray Morley but
little about himself. It seems Ray is with
General Dynamics in Chicago and is
running in the primary for the Republican
nomination for Congressman from the
13th Congressional District of Illinois.
Now all you '49ers out there, vote and
vote often. Ray may be our first Congressman if we give it the ole Trinity try.
Chester Later is another one of our active
politicians. He has been chosen to run
as a GOP candidate for State Representative in Connecticut.
Sam Edsall has joined the staff of the
Connecticut Educational Television Corporation as Chief Engineer. After 11
years of faithful service to Channel 30,
Sam will now be in charge of the Channel
24 engineering staff and will supervise installation and maintenance of station
equipment. He will also continue as chief
engineer of WRTC-FM, Trinity's radio
station. Sam's wife, June, reports that on
the family side, they went through four
cases of chicken pox, immediately followed by five cases of old-fashioned
measles, the extra case being poor, bedraggled mother. Let that end all the complaints of wives of '49ers. You never had
it so good!
Clifton Cherpack has been promoted
from associate professor to full professor
of romance languages at Duke University.
His book An Essay on Crebi/lon Fils was
recently published .
Si Simonian is head of the science department at Chelmsford High School
and also athletic director. I can still see
Si running around that track , I 0, 15 or
was it 20 miles? Warren E. Griffin, who is
chairman of the Windsor High School
Social Studies Department, has written a
drama, A Bird At Th e Window , which is
being given by the Windsor Theater-Off-
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The Green. His one act drama Many
Mansions was among nine contenders for
honors in the Mark Twain Masquers First
Annual Playwriting Competition. Warren
has also had published a love story, H ell
Hath No Fury in paperback by New
York's A von Books. I understand there
are more to come and all this with teaching and four lively youngsters.
Speaking of offspring, Frank Lambert has six daughters, six dogs , six
horses, two cats and a goat named Billy.
I'll bet even Ollie Church can't top that!
These statistics came from the Wheeling
News R egister when Frank and part of
this togetherness showed up to race trotters in the Wheeling Downs Harness
race. Frank still owns 500 acres in New
York state but doesn't do much farming,
now that he is both an owner and sulky
driver in race meets throughout the East.
Cornelio DeKanter can now be located
at Box 8871, 3973D Combat Support
Group, APO 284, New York. Rod Davis
has left Massachusetts for 524 Capitol
Drive, St. Peter, Minnesota. Marvin
Fishman traveled even farther, moving
to 1830 Upas St., San Diego, Calif.; while
Tom Connor left there for West Hartford.
Ralph Prigge left Bristol, Conn., for
Philadelphia but didn't stay long. Word
has it that he is now living at 423 Fern
St., South Amboy, N.J . John Taylor
writes that he is still building his house,
still raising Angus cattle and still banding
birds with emphasis on that wary duck the scamp. The latter makes him get out
in his canoe every morning before heading to the office. Figuring the length of
commute to New York City, that means
4 a.m. I'll stick to selling insurance!
The Rev. Daniel Chesney has been
elected to the diocesan standing committee of the Episcopal Diocese of Connecticut. Joe Littell has been named
supervising editor in the educational department of Macmillan Co., New York
City. He joined the company five years
ago, and had previously been editor of
elementary and high school English texts
for public and Catholic schools. Bob
Bowden has moved from Glastonbury to
151 Dayton Road, South Glastonbury,
Conn.
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James R. Glassco
!Etna Life Ins. Co.
151 Farmington Avenue
Hartford 5, Conn.
Edward F. Albee, who in four years as
a playwright has had notable successes
(Zoo Story and, opening on Broadway in
October, a full length play Who's Afraid
of Virginia Woolf) has been referred to
in the September 14th edition of Life
magazine as one· of the hundred most
significant young men of his generation.
Incidentally the JESTERS are going to
play Ed's American Dream and The Zoo
Story in Alumni Hall this November.
Edward M. Carter had a fifth promotion with the Travelers Ins. Co. He is now
secretary in the group department. Peter
M. Detwiler, V.P. in charge of Corporate
Financing at E. F . Hutton in N.Y., in
June was elected chairman of the board of
Detroit's largest and oldest building Construction firm, Bryant & Detwiler Co.
David M. Hadlow Jr. who visited my
home for two minutes and six seconds at
a recent boxing contest, has received a
number of honors. He has been elected
to the board of ADP, been made a

Corporator of the Institute of Living in
Hartford, is the chairman of the New
Britain Red Cross, and still finds time to
teach a graduate course in Cost Analysis
at the Rensselaer Graduate Center. Dave,
who has his M.A . from Ha rvard Business
School is Superintendent at the Stanley
Works in New Britain. The Rev. Kenneth
Higgenbottam represented Trinity Nov. 2
at the inauguration of Muskingum College's new Prexy. Ken is rector of St.
Philips Church in Columbus, Ohio.
Insuranceman, Roger B. Ladd Jr. was
named campaign manager for Republican
Candidate Ja mes F . Collins, who is
running- for U .S. Congress, 1st Dist.
(Hartford County). Dwight E. Levick has
been appointed Assistant to the New
England sales manager for American
Mutual Liability Ins. Co., Boston. He
will reside at 11 Joseph Way, Reading,
Mass.
Benjamin H. Paddock III, represented
the National Bank of Detroit this su mmer
at the New Orleans Banker's Convention.
Then, in September he stopped by Trinity
for a short visit; this fulfills his 1960
promise to return to campus (for our
I Oth Reunion). Robert W. Parker has
been elected principal of the Mark Twain
School in Hartford.
James M. Perry, who writes for the
National Observer in Washington advises his new address is 5002 Jamestown
Rd. Westgate 16, D .C . Jim's article in
the September I Oth issue "The Drill Instructor Still Builds Marines" was received with high praise as an example of
live, exciting and informative writing.
Charles B. Riley, insurance agent for the
JEtna Ins. Co. in Portland, Me., represented Trinity at the 50th Anniversary of
Nasson College.
Robert W. Barrows has been nominated
as the Democratic candidate (West Hartford) to the Connecticut State House of
Representatives. Bob, who was graduated
Phi Beta Kappa, has an M.A. in Education from Washington U. in St. Louis,
has taught for eight years, and now owns
and operates a large and highly successful real estate company. By ability
and experience he seems eminently qualified.
David 0. Bellis has been appointed
District Traffic Supt. (Northeast) for the
Bell Telephone Co. of Pa. He resides a:t
115 South Rolling Road, Springfield, Pa.
Atty. Robert M. Blum will be head of
staff for the newly formed "Assembly
Judiciary Committee" which will inquire into complaints of abuses in criminal courts in N .Y. Bob leaves the post of
legislative asst. to Republican Representative Lindsay of Manhattan. James R.
Brainerd, Putnam & Co. broker, occasionally has market comments appearing in the Hartford Courant.
Stephen G. Romaine, married Miss
Nellie Maria Uccello (who holds an M.A.
from Trinity 1960). Both will be teaching
this Fall , the bride at Windsor H . S. (English) and the groom at Conard H . S.
(chemistry). This is a nice addition to
Hartford S:::hools. John M. Schute, who
has a B.S. and M.S. from Trinity, has
been appointed technical director (in
charge of R. & D . and present products)
for the John Swift Chemical Co. of Canton, Conn.
Benjamin H. Torrey, assisted Sept. 15
in launching the vicar of Grace Church
N.Y., William S. Glazier II- class of

1948 into the sea of matrimony. Bill is a
Nantucket seafarer so we expect clear
sailing for him. Allan R. Zenowitz, aide
to Gov. Volpe in Mass. has been named
one of three judges to hear and select the
winner of the Annual Harvard , Yale,
Princeton debate series at Harvard. Paul
White is teaching U.S. History at Blair
Academy, Blairston, N.J.
Paul Thomas, organist at St. Michael
and All Angels', Dallas, Texas, gave a
premiere concert of his Arioso for Organ
and Strings October lst. He joined this
church as organist in 1960.
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Richard L. Garrison
Union Carbide Co.
10421 West 7 Mile Road
Detroit 21, Mich .
Donn Wright, Director of Development at Blair Academy, Blairstown, N.J.,
writes life is a merry whirl, and that his
new arrival, Jason Chase, is developing
well.
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Richard P. Yeomans
212 Marilyn Dr.
Hatboro, Pa.
"TRINITY's PITHIEST"
That's the way the Hartford Courant
described the Class of '52 after the tenth
reunion. Some 50 members of the class
returned to Hartford last June for a
couple of days of reminiscing, comparing and parading. Once again '52 was
conspicuous by their white pith helmets,
Bermuda shorts and knee socks. If you
want to see some pictures of yourself
(if you were there) or your former classmates (if you weren't there), see the July
issue of the Alumni Magazine.
Yours truly was given the so-called
honor of being carried in a sedan chair
again from the Bishop's statue to and into
the field house. Some of the chairbearers,
not sure whether they were getting older
(yes) or the rider heavier (no) , are giving
serious consideration to hiring an elephant
for the twenty-fifth reunion.
When elections were held at dinner
Saturday, Doug Lee, because of the understandable pressure of other interests,
declined another term as class secretary.
He had done a truly commendable job
for ten years, and it will be hard to follow
in his footsteps. Dave Smith was elected
Class Agent in absentia (s ucceeding Chip
Vaile) and Bob Hunter as Treasurer. Bob,
incidentally, together with Doug and
many others, did a terrific job in making
the reunion such a success.
To Eleanor and Ed Morrisy went the
class trophy for having come the longest
distance (Denver), and another to Shirley
and John Wentworth for the most children (five). A telegram was received from
Dick Ahern in Sidney, Australia.
Also returning for the reunion were
Nick Christakos, John Hubbard, Carl
Stever, Dave Simmons, John Cohen,
Sam Clipp, Tom Depatie, John Rossmer,
Reid Shaw, Tom Head, Chuck McElwee,
Dick Hale, John Ulrich, John Wiberg,
John Parsons, Bob Farrell, Carlton Woodhouse, Greg Knapp, Spud Pratt, John
Wynne, Bill Goralski, John Taylor, Gorden Phelps, Paul Larson, Pete Smith,
Bob O'Brien, Bill Vibert.
Also Hoot Nicholson, Phil Trowbridge,
Bob Downs, Vince Diana, Felix Callan,
Frank Callan, Chris Rigopoulos, Jerry
McLaughlin, Ned Bleeker, Bill Thoma,
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Pete Blank, Dud Bickford, Martin
Francis, Fin Schaef, Ulysses Paul, Pete
MacLean and Red Ratcliffe. lf this list
is not complete, let me know and you
will be mentioned in the next issue.
To those of you who weren 't back this
time, now is the time to sta rt making
plans to come back to Hartford in '67 . Incidentally, our officially-elected "chaperones" at that time will be Mitch Pappas
and his wife.
One final reunion impression left with
this returnee: practically everyone looks
like ten years has treated him well. Many
looked more like they did as undergraduates this time than they did five years
ago, with a lot, it looks like, of excess
poundage gone.
Tosh Aldrich has been appointed district traffic manager in the Bridgeport
Office of the Southern New England
Telephone Co. He had held the same position at Meriden. Fin Schaef has been appointed to his local public school board
in St. Albans, N .Y .
Doug Harvey, well known project
engineer for the Martin Marietta Corp.,
was listed in the September 14th issue of
Life magazine as one of the hundred most
significant young men of his generation.
He is in cha rge of the development of
compact nuclear auxiliary power systems, using radio-isotope fuel , for space
vehicles in prolonged flight.
Bob Buffum, owner-manager of the
Manasota Beach Club, Englewood, Fla.,
says "come on down- the water's fine."
We hear that Capt. Louis Bernabo of
the U .S. Air Force has arrived in Saudi
Arabia for duty with a unit of the Military Training Mission. Ed Shapiro announces the removal of his law office to
441 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.
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Stanley P . Miller Jr.
Box I
Gans, Pa.
TENTH REUNION

"Nobby" Richards received his masters
degree in mathematics from Wesleyan
this past June. Ken Marriner recently
joined the Dewey and Almy Chemical
Division, W. R. Grace & Co., Cambridge,
Mass., as manufacturing engineer in the
Container and Chemical Specialties Division. Ken lives at 308 Commonwealth
Ave., Boston. Phil Lecrenier in March
won the first place award in the Toastmasters International speaking contest at
the auditorium of Connecticut General
Life Insurance Company, Bloomfield.
Ken Erikson recently was appointed
a registered representative of Paine, Webber, Jackson, and Curtis, members of the
New York Stock Exchange. Ken is married, has two children, a nd lives at 24
Buttonball La ne, Gl astonbury.
Tom Barber was promoted to planning
assistant, data processing, Travelers Insurance Co. Not so recent news tells us
that Joe Breton was appointed vice counsul by President Kennedy and left last
November for Guadalajara, G alisco,
Mexico. Elliott Valentine received his
M.B.A. from Harvard in June. Capt.
Felix Sambogna was recently reassigned
to Webb AFB , Tex., following his graduation from the Air Training Command
officer instructor training school at Tinker
AFB, Okla. He will serve as a pilot instructor at Webb.
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Bob Osborne is hosting a daily show
on WIL, St. Louis, where he has been
a disc jockey for the past five years. In
addition he is the station's music director.
He, his wife, and two sons live in suburban Crestwood. Ray Parrott, in Ghana
with the Peace Corps, wrote in June of
his pending transfer to Lagos, Nigeria,
(Box 554) which was to take place between July 1 and August I. Dick Stewart,
busy with the racquet this year, played on
the winning U.S. squash racquets team
against Canada in the Lapham Cup in
Hartford in early March, a match which
the U.S. team won . During the past year
Dick won the Hartford Golf Club Squash
Championship, the 20th annual Apawamis
Club invitation squash racquets championship, and in te nnis, he and his partner
in August became Hartford's doubles tennis champs.
Stan Lee represented the College at the
inauguration of Dr. Robert A. Cook as
president of the King's College, October
6, in Briarcliff, N .Y. Quentin Starr has
been appointed supervisor, Deposit Administration service, group pension department, Connecticut General Life Insurance Co.

residency at the Hartford Hospital. He
is practicing general medicine. Andy was
graduated from Tufts Medical School
and served his internship and residency
in interna l medi cine at St. Francis Hospital in Hartford. Good luck to you both .
Tom Hill writes that he and his wife
Sandy have given up San Francisco living
due to the birth of a child and have
moved to 716 Newhall Ave. , Burlingame,
Calif. Tom is still with Avery Industries
in San Mateo.
Capt. Dick Pearson and his wife
Marion are now attached to the 83lst
Air Division at George Air Force Base
in California. An attractive picture of
Dave MacKay and his vocalist bride,
Mikki Price, appeared in a recent Hartford Tim es. Dave's Jazz Trio was sparking the Heublein Lounge for a limited
engagement.
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Ralph L. Tompkins Jr.
50 Merriam Avenue
Bronxville, N.Y.
Bill Murray has just been promoted
to assistant vice president of the First
National Bank of Baltimore. Bill specializes in bank operation and formerly was
an assistant cash!er.
Bob Van Brott, an account manager for
the advertising firm Arndt, Preston,
Chapin , Lamb and Keen , Inc., in Philadelphia has a new home at 1109 Maplecrest Circle, Gladwyne, Penn . The Van
Brotts have two children, a son and a
daughter. Advertising claims two other
'54ers. Pete Carlough is with McManus,
John and Adams. Inc., in New York. He
writes in their TV group . John Burrill
was recently elected a vice president of
the Wm . Schaller Company Inc. in Hartford . He will function as creative director
and business supervisor. Jack joined the
comp'a ny in '57 and has created and written advertising campaigns which have appeared in some of our outstanding publications.
Captain Paul Arcari has recently completed the USAF course for academic
instructors at Tinker Air Force Base in
Oklahoma . He is being reassigned to the
AFROTC unit at Dartmouth College as
an assistant professor of air science. Fred
Potter has departed the Air Force for
civilian life and is studying Jaw at the
University of Wyoming. Fred and his
wife are living at 601 South lOth St.,
Laramie, Wyo.
Stan Muirhead has been appointed
manager of the Dayton district office of
Revere Copper and Brass.
Last June Neil Mutschler received his
Masters of Education from the University
of Rochester.
Dr. Art Wilson won his Ph.D. from
Northwestern University and has been
appointed assistant professor of Chemistry by Emory University in Atlanta.
Dr. Carmelo Russo and Dr. Andrew
Zembko have both recently opened practices in Hartford . Carmelo received his
medical degree from Hahnemann Medical
College and underwent internship and

Jack Burrill '54
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Bob Rowe '55

E. Wade Close Jr.
547 Willow Lane
Perrysburg, Ohio
As we enjoy the wonderful fall season
in Toledo, we can't help reminiscing a
bit of the four colorful autumns spent at
Trinity.
I'm sure all of you will remember the
first football game our freshman year
when Bill Goralski '52 took the opening
kick-off for a spectacular touchdown run.
Later our gridiron heros were led by our
own Lou Magelaner and Frank Lentz.
At the same time the fine talents of AllAmericans George Lunt and Art O'Connell brought wide recognition to Trinity
soccer which led to the national title in
1956. All but Fra nk live close enough to
Hartford to return often to rekindle these
fine memories. Frank would find making
these contests a bit difficult since he resides in Manhatten Beach, Calif. Another
sportsman from our class, with much
more recent notoriety, is sailor-crewman
Bob Welsh. Sports Illustrated in a review
of the Weatherly- Gretel , America's Cup
Race, stated " Husky Bob is so eager he
does your work before you can get to it."
Bob spent many weeks preparing for the
meeting between the two great boats and
was on leave from the N.Y. sales office of
Owens-Corning Fiberglas.
Hayward Bartlett now lives at 2102
Bancroft, Houston 27 , Texas. Dick Roat
has moved from W. Hartford to 195 W.
lOth St. , N.Y. City. Maurice Kahan now
resides at 895 Delilah , Windsor, Conn.
We recently heard that Dick Tompkins
has settled in Holliston, Mass. Bob Laird
now lives at 20 I Crestwood St. , Lake
Charles, La. a fter having spent a few
years in Baltimore. John Foley has moved

from Acton, Mass., to 6 Margin Street,
Cohasset, Mass. AI Fisher continues his
studies at N.Y.U. His address is Room
300, New Hall. William "Kif' Morgan
also continues to absorb great knowledge
as he works for a doctorate at Michigan
State University. Ed Fitzpatrick is studying at the Univ. of Wisconsin.
Sandy Burbank is teaching at Mercersburg after a short tenure at Tabor Academy. Paul Carlson is an instructor at
Rocky Hill County D ay School in E.
Greenwich, R .I. He had been at the Darlington School in Rome, Ga. We hear
that Herb Bryer has m Jved to 209 Rosebriar Ave., Glenshaw, Pa. Irwin Meiselman recently moved from Long Island to
8822 Lanier Drive, Silver Spring, Md.
Gordon Reese .now resides at 1530 Locust .
St., Phila. 2, Pa.
Don Penfield has been named sales
manager for the Bristol Motors Div.
of the Vocaline Co. of America located
in Old Saybrook. Don lives on Maple
Ave., Essex, Conn. Bill O'Hara has been
appointed counsel for the Hou,se Labor
Committee special subcommittee on Education. Bill has earned Bachelor of Laws
and Master of Laws degrees from
Georgetown University.
Bob Rowe has been recently appointed
a member of the public relations committee in New England for the Kemper
Insurance Companies. The Company has
its headquarters in Boston, and Bob
lives in nearby Allston. Dick Blye wrote
a few months ago to give us the latest on
his busy life (I wish more would do the
same!). He and his wife, Lydie, are li\ling
on a small estate in the New Jersey
countryside near Flemington. They have
a son, Bruce, who will be two next May.
Dick is on the research staff of the Ortho
Pharmaceutical Corp. in the Division of
Endocrinology. He is currently working
on the development of oral contraceptives. Dick has attended Rutgers Univ.
where he received his Ph.D.
After graduation from Virginia Seminary, Todd Trefts is doing missionary
work and is located in Kampala, Uganda,
East Africa. Frank Farnham was ordained
an Episcopal priest last June and now is
attached to a mission church in Boonville,
N.Y. John Greenleaf is at Columbia
Architectural School and living at 80
East End Ave., New York City.
We were very sorry to learn that Hugh
Cunningham lost his wife, Deborah , this
past August.
Tom Lapham has joined the Glen Falls,
N.Y. firm of Finch, Pruyn & Co. , Inc.,
as assistant industrial relations director
and safety supervisor. He is living at 20
Cunningham Ave., Glen Falls.
We hear that Phil Truitt is altar bound
November 24 with Suzannah Pearce. He
is with Willa Maddern, mailing list brokers, 215 Park Ave. So., New York 3,
N.Y., and plans to take his bride to Apt
#15 G ., 401 East 74th St. , New York,
N.Y.
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Edward A. Montgomery Jr.
Country Club Road
Sewickley Heights, Pa.
Ken Ake is an assistant treasurer of
Marine Midland in New York. Ken has
worked in the loan, auditing, and credit
departments before being assigned to one
of Marine's branch offices. Ken is married
and has one daughter. They are living at

890 Forest Ave., Rye, New York, where
he is active in community affairs.
Bob Baker has recently joined the
Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.,
and has been assigned to the Physical and
Analytical Chemistry area. Bob received
a Ph .D . from Indiana University in 1960
and completed two years of post-doctoral
work at the University of Wisconsin.
He attended both institutions on National
Science Fellowships.
John Brims has been appointed a
career Foreign Service Officer by President Kennedy. The appointment makes
John a vice consul and a secretary in
the Diplomatic Service. He received an
LL.B. degree from Columbia Law School
in I 961. He is married and has two children, and is presently attending the Foreign Service Institute in Arlington, Virginia in preparation for an overseas
assignment.
Beau Coursen has been with the Air
Force since his graduation from Trinity.
He was stationed at Wright Patterson in
Ohio for two years and then at Hanscom
AFB in Bedford, Mass., for two years in
the Electronics Systems Division. He is
now at Maxwell AFB, Ala ., for 3 months
schooling. Beau and his wife, Sidney,
have one girl and one boy. When they
were in Florida last May, they saw Don
Scott and his wife, Sue, and their two
daughters. Don is working for his father.
Wylie Dodds is now serving in the
USAF as a captain in the medical service.
Wylie is being assigned to the USAF
Hospital , Hahn AB , Germany as a physician. He has recently completed his familiarization instruction at Gunter AFB,
Ala., covering administrative procedures,
military medicine, and medical service
support of USAF objectives.
Charles Even is an actuarial assistant,
CF&M Actuarial with the Travelers Insurance Company. Arthur Jarvis has been
apointed an administrator of the Litchfield County Hospital in Winsted , Conn.
Rial Ogden, who is an agent for the Connecticut General Life Insurance Company, has been appointed to the board of
directors of Sanitary Products Corp. ,
New Haven. Sanitary Products is engaged
in manufacture, sale, and distribution of
cleaning supplies for industrial and business firms.
Bill Reed is with the National Commercial Bank and Trust Company of Albany, New York . John Ritter is now
working as a material clerk in production
control with Delco Radio, Kokomo, Ind.
John was previously employed by the
Travelers Insurance Company and the
Connecticut General Life Insurance Company. He lives at 1123 North McCann St.,
Kokomo.
Paul Terry wrote me a letter recently
describing his activities since graduation.
Paul is now manager of special promotions for Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc. in Phoenix, Ariz. He has just
recently started with Motorola after
terminating a five-year stint of employment with General Electric. Paul and his
wife now have two boys with another
addition which arrived last April.
Mike Webber is being sent to Africa
this fall and will probably be stationed in
Damaraland under the auspices of the
Overseas Mission Society of the Episcopal
Church. Mike became interested in the
church missions field while serving with
the Army in Korea. He completed theo-

logical training at the General Theological
Seminary, New York, and Philadelphia
Divinity School. He was ordained as a
deacon in April of this year in Long
Island. Mike is married and has one
child.
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Lt. William N. Pierce Jr. 62894A

7406th Suppron Box 172
APO 57, N.Y.
Our Fifth Reunion was a great success
both in the number of classmates returning and the activities of the weekend. Over sixty from the class returned
to Hartford. Many wives joined their
husbands and their presence added
greatly to the eventful weekend. Wait
Shannon and his reunion committee are
to be congratulated for the fine job they
did in coordinating the many arrangements. I am sure the Class joins me in
saying thank you for a job so well done!

At Campus Conference: Ron Foster '57
(left) receives 1916 Cup from Harry
Knapp '50.

Christopher Percy and his wife, Nancy,
returned to Philadelphia in June from a
voyage to Scotland. Chris is starting his
final year at the University of Pennsylvania toward an M .A. in landscape
architecture. George Kelleher has recently been released from the Army after
being recalled last November. He resumed his teaching and coaching position
this Fall with Westfield (Mass.) High
School.
Dr. Nick Vincent completed his internship in San Francisco. This summer Nick
travelled in Europe for several months.
He expects to begin a tour with the U.S.
Army this Fall. The Trinity Alumni Association of Western Connecticut elected
Walt Shannon president at their annual
meeting last Spring. In Alexandria, Va.,
Jim Wilson is in his second year at Virginia Seminary.
Hans Becherer and Joe Terrien received
their M.B.A. degrees from Harvard this
past June. Dave Giammattei is teaching
U .S. and European History at The Hill
School in Pottstown, Pa. And, in Alma,
Mich. , Bill McGill is assistant professor
of history at Alma College. Brooks
Harlow has been appointed assistant to
the Headmaster at Rye Country Day
School. Brooks began his new duties in
September.
John Shields is selling in the New
Jersey area for the Scott Paper Company.
And in Memphis, Tenn., Don Finkbeiner
is a sales representative for the OwensIllinois Glass Company. Franz Solmssen
and family returned for a visit on the
East Coast this summer from Kamuela,
Hawaii. Franz is head of foreign languages at the Hawaiian Preparatory
Academy in Kamuela. Ted Brown is a
security analyst for the D. H. Blair & Co.
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in New York City. Ted and his family
reside at 88 Bleeker St. Russ Clark has
returned to New York City and joined
the Commercial Bank of North America.
The Clark's are living at 14 Sylvan Road,
Verona, N .J.
Bob McBurney is branch manager for
the Curtis Circulation Company- Saturday Evening Post- in Atlantic City. The
Dave Beers family have moved from
California to Washington, D.C. where
Dave recently joined the law firm of Ely,
Duncan and Benett. Dave is a member of
the California, Connecticut, and District
of Columbia Bars, and lives at 7714 Old
Chester Rd., Bethesda, Md. The United
States Air Force recently promoted six
in the class. Gerry Channell, stationed in
Columbus, Ohio, Walt Crusberg, Lake
Charles, La., Hugh McCracken, Lincoln,
Neb., Terry Frazier, Orlando, Fla. , and
Don Duff, Ft. Worth , Tex., were promoted to the grade of captain. Your
Sec.:etary was also promoted to captain
and I have been reassigned from Northern
Michigan to Frankfurt, Germany.
Norm Kayser has joined the insurance
firm of R. C. Knox & Co., Ill Pearl St. ,
Hartford. He has been with fEtna Casualty & Surety.
The Rev. Earle Fox has been named
Acting Chaplain of Oriel College, Oxford, England.
Harold Johnson has been named supervisor, administration group pension department of the Connecticut General Life
Insurance Co., Hartford.
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Borden W. Painter Jr.
424 West 20th St., Apt. IR
New York I I, N.Y.
FIFTH REUNION

Here we go again with plenty of news
about the activities about the Class of
'58!
Rem Rose has enjoyed his studies in
England so much that he will be continuing his work at Cambridge this year.
Rem managed to get a word in about the
now celebrated Snow-Leavis debate which
excited English literary circles last year;
Rem's letter on the subject was published
in the March 23rd issue of The Spectator.
Classmates pursuing the medical arts
are now beginning to blossom. AI Krupp
and John Catlin were graduated from the
New York Medical College in June. AI is
now an intern at the Albany (N.Y.)
Medical Center and John is serving his
internship at the Naval Hospital at Camp
Pendleton California. Having graduated
from the Washington University school
of medicine in St. Louis, Larry Muench
is now an intern at the Cleveland Metropolitan General Hospital. Ken Lambert
completed his studies at the dental school
of Howard University last spring; Ken is
now an intern at Freedman's Hospital in
Washington , D.C.
Rolfe Lawson and Fritz Creamer are
seniors at Berkeley Divinity School in
New Haven. During the summer Rolfe
played one of the summer carillon concerts at Trinity. Fred Boynton was ordained to the priesthood in June by his
father, Bishpp Charles F. Boynton of
New York, in the Bellevue Hospital
Chapel; Fred is on the staff of chaplains
at Bellevue.
Ed Porteus recently became a group
specialist with Mutual of New York.
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George Baxter has moved into the international operation of Smith, Kline and
French. George may receive an overseas
assignment in a year or two. He and his
wife, Peace, have a daughter, Natalie,
two years old. Dick Polley seems to be
in all sorts of business ventures of his
own. Dick became president of PolleyMacHeath Advertising Agency in 1959
and more recently president of Honen,
Meadowns and Polley public relations
firm. His latest sideline is importing
"tame" jungle cats such as lions and
cheetahs!! John Crandall has left the
Navy and is now with the State Capital
Savings and Loan Association of Harrisburg, Pa. He lives at 523 Warren St., Lemoyne, Pa. Jerry Vaughan is now stationed with the Air Force in Georgia and
recently visited Trinity with his· wife and
their son, Mike.
Bob (H) Carter completed a training
program for the S. D. Warren Paper
Company in Maine last year. In June he
moved to the New York office of the
company, and lives at 358 Washington
Ave., Pleasantville, N.Y. Art Polstein is
still flying for the Navy and is presently
stationed at the air station in Brunswick,
Maine. Art expects to leave Uncle Sam's
service next March. Tim Temple writes
that "having finally completed college,
served my 2 for Uncle Sam, I'm about
to go to Brazil for A.I.D. as a politioeconomic officer."
Joe Traut is entering Harvard Business
School this fall to pursue an M.B.A. Phil
Crowe was graduated from the Cornell
School of Business· & Public Administration in June. He and his wife are at Ill-A
Martin Lane, Wilmington, Delaware,
where Phil is with the Treasurer's Department of Du Pont. Dick Noble and his wife
are living at 591 Main St., Stamford,
Conn. , where Dick is with Owens Corning
in N.Y.C. Dick writes that his wife will
be teaching at Darien H. S. this year and
they had a good summer with lots of
week-end sailing on their small boat. Bill
Saunders is with Squibb International
here in New York, and lives at 255 Prospect St., E. Orange, N.J.
Several classmates are teaching. Jim
Flannery finished his graduate work at
Yale and is teaching drama at the University of Ottawa. Martyn Perry recently
returned from studying in Austria and he
is teaching at the Menlo Park School in
California. Dave Smith is teaching mathematics at Duke University; Dave is a
candidate for a Ph.D. at Yale. Ted Cass
recently received an appointment to the
faculty of the Shattuck School in Fairbault, Minn., where he will be teaching
Spanish. Charlie Wood is a candidate for
an M.A. in the History of Art from the
University of Pennsylvania. He recently
participated in a summer seminar for
historical administrators in Colonial Williamsburg, Va.
Dave Hasson and Howie Orenstein recently passed their Bar Exams in Connecticut. Howie is with the law firm of
Leonard Schine in Bridgeport. Frank
Kury was recently appointed executive
assistant on the staff of Congressman
George M. Rhodes of Pennsylvania.
Frank was a deputy attdrney general of
Pensylvania before this appointment.
I recently received a most interesting
letter from Pete Smith. He and his
Swedish bride of one year are now in
Rome. He and his wife are both teaching

at the Overseas School of Rome. The
school has an international student body
of 525; classes are taught in English. Pete
is teaching European History and U.S.
Government as well as instructing in
gymnastics! Tom Barrett is out of military service and has gone with the Lewis
H. Munson Insurance Agency, Clinton,
Conn. Manown Kisor has been named an
assistant secretary with the Bank of New
York. We hear that Max Lockie won a
fencing tournament in California. Carl
Loeffel is an actuarial trainee with Mutual
of New York. Bob McClenahan reports
he likes the market research department
of Morgan Guaranty. He is living at 333
East 75th St., New York City. Tim
Parker is teaching at Storm King School,
Cornwall-on-Hudson, N.Y. Sam Sargent
has left "Down Under" of Australia for
'Neath the Elms, Hartford. Charlie Selden
says he likes his teaching position at
Baker University, Baldwin City, Kansas.
He is in the English Department.
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Paul S. Campion
295 Princeton Street
Hartford I 0, Conn.
I trust everyone experienced another
"economical" summer as well as realizing
that what you want to do is not always
what you end up doing! (This is directed
to the merrier married men in the audience.) I know I spent a "farthing" or two
on my trip to the World's Fair in Seattle,
however, when I ran into Dick Miles out
there everything suddenly got back to
normal. (Prices, that is.) Dick's in customer engineering with Boeing Aircraft
working as liaison man between purchasing and Boeing's computer divisions.
Jon Widing tells how his plans are
shaping up. He is thinking of General
Theological Seminary as his first choice;
entrance in Sept. 1963. Preston Grant Jr.
was commissioned an Ensign in the Coast
Guard last June and has been assigned to
duty on board the Coast Guard Cutter
Chautauqua (no, I typed it correctly) San
Francisco, Calif.
At Princeton University's recent 215th
Commencement, Dave Belmont received
his Ph.D. in Classics, Herb Moorin received his LL.B. from Harvard last June
and he and Jim Canivan (LL.B., Univ. of
Chicago) both passed the Conn. State
Bar Exam. Larry Weil informed me that
shortly after the Ford Motor Co. assumed
the ownership of the Philco Corp., he was
transferred to Philco's automobile radio
development division, as a transistor
circuit design engineer. And then from So.
Carolina, I received the word that Gil
Fairbanks passed the qualifying exam for
the Ph.D. candidacy in Biology. Gil expects to remain at the U. of So. Carolina
through the summer of '63 as he is on a
2 yr. National Defense Education Act
Fellowship.
Other notes: Iz Stein was awarded the
degree of Master of Hebrew Literature
from the Jewish Theological Seminary
in New York City last June. Iz has been
serving as Hebrew teacher at Congregation B'nai Jeshurun there. Bob Harnish
is now out of the service and will be attending Boston College Law School. Nat
Hathaway has joined the faculty at
Newington (Conn.) H. S. where he is
teaching English. And Robert Riddell is
presently teaching at Imade College Awo,
Western Nigeria until the fall of '63.

Dave Haas is working for the U .S.
Government as an archivist in Washington, D.C.
Those 'Neath the Elms educators,
Edwards and Frost, electrified the campus
last summer with their powerful tennis
display. Jake's coverage of court and
Doug's powerful service were the despair
of many an opponent.
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Lloyd McC. Costley
317 E. Main
Carlinville, Ill.
While the boys back at the "sane."
return to blitzing for hour tests, the bulk
of the class now seems to find life thoroughly enjoyable.
The end of May brought the stork
for the first time to Carrington Clark &
Co., and to Bruce Rockwell. Carrington
is with the Owens-Corning in New York,
and is living in Englewood. (Also learned
that colleague Skip Morse is with OwensCorning in New York.) Jeffrey Coleman
Rockwell '84 arrived around the first part
of March; a strapping youth and obviously key in Jessee's plans for the '82
Amherst game. Had a brief visit last
spring with Bruce and Patty, the former
Bradford Ace, and a charmer if there
ever was one. Bruce is with the First of
Michigan and they are living in Grosse
Pointe Shores. John Winans is also out
here in Water Wonderland, working in
Detroit with Goodbody & Co. Known
as "New Issues" Winans, he was last
seen comi ng to work in fatigues and a
beard in support of his Cuban Oil stock
promotion. Remember the Maine.
Turning to something more solid, we
pray, J & L Stell has a serious infiltration
problem from the Sane. Dick Stockton reports he has just completed an 18 month
training program and joins P. S. MacLeod , F . L. Osborn, and R. E. Joslin in
the Cleveland office. Dick did the College
Library a good turn recently. It seems he
was introduced to a young high school
teacher from Cleveland whose brother
had visited 'Neath the Elms' and had removed a book "The Underground Railroad" by William Still some ten years ago
in order to document properly a thesis.
The young lady offered to return the
bC'uk if Dick would prepare a charcoal
~, roiled steak for her. The dinner was
good. The book is at it rightful home.
Librarian Engley is smiling.
Of course, a lot of us have not yet begun to fight. Eighteen years of school and
still can't put bread on the table. The
idea, of course, is to start with imported
rye instead of Sunbeam - except for
lawyers, who start with saltines. Some
in the education game are Providers,
though , including Tim Grubbs, now
teaching Spanish at the Phelps School,
outside of Philadelphia. Tim is the complete tutelage: he not only grills them in
the classroom but drives a school bus to
boot!
John Moran and John Woolley are also
at the head of the class, the former at
East Hartford High and the latter at St.
Marks School , Salt Lake City.
Marv Peterson continues to do poorly;
his performance was such at the Harvard
Business School that he was named associate dean of HBS upon graduation .
Never did learn how to study. Clark
Phippen also received his M.B.A. from

Harvard, and Jere Bacharach his A.M.
from Harvard.
Another poor student whose parents
were wondering at graduation, David
Leof, is barely sq ueaking by at Yale Med.
Dave has been awarded the James Hudson Brown Junior Fellowship to St.
Thomas Hospital Medical School in London, England, by the Yale University
Medical School. He will do cancer research with Dr. Herbert Spencer, head of
the Department of Pathology.
Bob Langen has received his M.B.A.
from Columbia. Also at Columbia, Business School , Matt Levine was recently
named student president of the Columbia
Business School. A fall entrant to the B
School, Matt has contributed much time
to A.I.E.S.E.C.-Columbia, serving as its
vice president, along with being on its
board of directors. He was also its United
States Delegate to the International Congress in Berlin in March of this year and
the Columbia delegate to A.J.E.S.E.C.'s
National Convention in Chicago in February. He is the New York City Receptionist
for foreign students entering this country
under the organization's program.
We hear that Rick Richardson is still
a bachelor and working for Thomas and
Betts Co. His home base is Bethlehem,
Pa. Mike Sienkiewicz is at last report still
selling heavenly carpets- now in New
York. Bill De Coligny, who has been
teaching English in the Durham High
School , started August I, as assistant director of admissions at Syracuse University.
Fred Wagner has returned from Spain,
and is now living at 133 E. 84th. Reports
that "Owing to one wife, I have given up
the broom stick and fox hunting is in the
picture." Tally ho, Maryland Hunt Cup
next! Ed Chalker, our Peace Corps Volunteer in Bogota, Colombia, is there helping
to build "feeder" roads to the country's
main arteries, developing recreational
areas and building community schools.
Mike Lieber has picked up his Masters
at Indiana, and is transferring to Pitt for
graduate work in anthropology. Bob
Adams also received his Masters from
Southern Illinois University. Fowler
Norris has recently been appointed to the
position of budget analyst in the Federal
service; he is now at the U.S. Naval Propellant Plant, Indian Head, Md.
Also learn that Louis Gerundo has
been appointed by the Travelers to actuarial assistant CF&M Actuarial. Court
Ferguson has been commissioned a second lieutenant in the Air Force after
graduation from Officer Training School
at Lackland AFB, Texas.
In the gossip column, Frank Gudas
made a few trips up route 5, and married
a Smithy this su mmer.
We understa nd that Mickey Lloyd has
bought a Triton sail boat. Looks like the
America Cup will be safe. John I aMothe
is completing his last year at ~' o lumbia
Business School while Ed Milholland has
entered Yale's architectural sc hool. Congratulations to these smiling bridegrooms
as well as to the former Misses Cynthia
Lewis and Charlotte Headstream. Ken
Lyons has joined Roskin Bros. Inc.,
Philco distributors, Albany, N .Y.
Pete Thomas is on the staff of Gilman
School , Baltimore, but expects Uncle
Sam's call for a six-month Army stint
soon.
Jim Gavin is with the Peace Corps in

Puerto Cabello, Venezuela, and is trying
to expand the YMCA program there. He
may be addressed, YMCA, Apartado 141,
Puerto Cabello.
Peter T. Kilborn
215 Arlington Ave.
Providence 6, R.I.
Neal Haynie received his masters in
teaching at Brown University last June
and has entered the Baltimore school system . Neal batted out an acceptable thesis
called, "Sight, Sound, and Spelling: A
discussion of modes of learning as they
affect graphic vocabulary."
Another master's candidate is Carl
Zimmerman, who is studying math at the
University of Kansas . He writes that he
is "playing all the regular Wednesday
evening recitals on the K. U. World War
II Memorial Carillon" and is also in the
local choir. He played one of the ten
summer concerts at Trinity this summer.
Carl adds: "I still ride my racing bike
around, but it is now blue and gold and
rebuilt to 15 speeds, rather than a mere
8 as before."
Peter Kemble is still making news, as
he did on the Tripod. In one year at the
Rhode Island School of Design, Pete became managing editor of the campus rag,
Blockprint. Now he's leaving the school,
having been admitted to Harvard to
study architecture. Phil Carter writes he
is with the estate settlement department
of the Connecticut Bank and Trust Co.
and living at 5 Steven St., Apt. B, West
Hartford 10.
A yellowing, mislaid note from Tom
Reese announces his engagement. The
girl is Miss Carolyn Griffin, a high school
English teacher from Pensacola. The
one-time Trinity gridiron captain said he
would be playing football again, this
time for the Navy's Goshawks. Now a
2nd lieutenant in the Marines, Tom will
be playing end and corner back.
Stranski (Bob Woodward) married
September 7 the former Miss Judith
Bennet Malone who went to Briarcliff
and lives in San Francisco. Bob is working for Blythe & Co. of the same city, and
living at 1811 Leavenworth St . Buzz
Mayer and his bride are living in Cincinnati where he is the third generation of
his family to work for Theodore Mayer &
Bro., realtors. Another Ohioan, Mac
Hankins, was hired recently by Kiemle
Co. of Toledo, distributor of industrial
electrical apparatus. Pete Shaeffer was
graduated last June from Western Maryland College in Westminster where he
was a political science major. He is considering going to law school. Lt. Dave
Smith has been reassigned to Otis AFB
for aircrew duty on C-121 aircraft. Bruce
Coleman was named an honor graduate
from Tinker AFB for his work in the
aircraft electrician course.
That political activist, Roger MacMillan, is back in the public eye, now at
Columbia med school. He was one of two
freshmen elected to the school's honor
council , a Medusa minus the spook. It's
a significant achievement at Physicians
& Surgeons. Pete Wachtel writes that
John Rorke is teaching history at De
Veaux School in Niagara Falls. John is
married to the former Miss Jackie Slayer.
Pete is an account executive with Addison F . Busch , Inc., the radio division of
a small Buffalo advertising agency. He
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says that though it's not a 'get-rich-quick'
job, it is interesting. We hear that Frank
Gleason is teaching at Connecticut College.
Phi Bete Frank Urban, just out of
Trinity's five-year engineering program,
has received a National Defense Education Act fellowship for a three-year
study of electrical engineering at Columbia. Salvatore Italia also won one, but
we don't know where he will study. At
the University of Chicago, John Koretz,
has been awarded a $2,500 fellowship for
the coming academic year and is also
treasurer of the Business School Club.
Curtis Turner is back at the University
of Chicago Law School , and living at
1005 East 60th St., Chicago 37.
Warren Simmons has been honeymooning in Europe with the former Miss
Marjorie Jane Bakalar, whom he married June 27 . He is a candidate for a
master's from Babson Institute.
So many of you have been or are or
will be at Fort Dix that your secretary
can't keep track. The only answer is to
go down there for six months and report
on the situation myself. For that reason
and because Uncle Sam has an irresistible
opening for the period from September to
March, recruit Kilborn will be there to
cover the local reunions.
Ken Cromwell is with W. T. Grant
Co. in San Francisco, and living at 2225
St. George Drive, c/ o Fairway Estates,
Concord, Calif. Chris Illick is in his
second year at U . of Virginia Law School.
John Koretz hopes to get his M.B.A.
from the U. of Chicago Business School
next June. He worked for Inland Steel
Co. in Chicago last summer. Welcome
to the Vacation State, Rhode Island that
is, to Mr. and Mrs. John G. Parsons. He
is studying landscape architecture at the
Rhode Island School of Design in Providence. George Rice has been assigned
to Red Bluff Air Force Station , Calif.
He completed the training course at
Keesler AFB, Mississippi in ground electronics.
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William G. McKnight III
17 East 89th Street
New York, N.Y.

Editor's note- Due to Bill McKnight's
recent six month visit to Fort Dix he has
been excused from writing for this issue.
Please see John Butler's report on 1962
on pages 26-28.

Placement Report shows nearly 50% of
the Class of 1962 doing graduate work
John F. Butler '34, Director of Placement, reports the following in his. annual
report to the Dean of the College.
During the academic year on campus,
the Class of '62 consisted of 212 members.
As of August 1st, the Class breaks down
as follows:
Graduate School
48 .2 %
September 1962 ........ 102
applications pending-·
7
3.3%
accepted, no
decision yet ............
2
.9 %
Employed .......... ............ 43
20.3 %
23 .6 %
Military Service ··-········· 50
Traveling ........................
3
1.4%
Unemployed ............ .....
2
.9 %
No information
available ......... ..........
3
1.4%
212 100.0%
Graduate School Information
As in most other colleges, the increased
number of men going on for graduate
work has changed the emphasis of work
in the Placement Office. The first term of
the academic year is reserved for the representatives of graduate schools to interview and talk with students on campus.
The number of graduate schools which
visited Trinity increased again this year.
Fellowship Awards to seniors are indicated in the individual listing of seniors
in this report. There was also an increase
this year of undergraduates who resigned
from Trinity in June before receiving their
baccalaureate degrees to attend medical
schools as shown by the following:
George S. Hambley '63
Albany Medical School
Stephen T. Imrie '63
University of Mississippi
Walter E. Koch '63
Johns Hopkins University
Robert L. Streisand '63
Downstate Medical School
Stephen H. Tucker '63
Downstate Medical School
John S. Urbanetti '65
Johns Hopkins University
Anthony A. Cirianni '63
New York University Dental School
Graduate school statistics are as follows:
LAW

22

Georgetown ( 4) , Boston University
(3) , Harvard (2) , University of
Virginia (2) , University of Chicago
(I), Columbia (I) , Cornell ( I),
Fordham (I) , George Washington
(I) , Hebrew University of Jerusalem (I) , University of Maryland
(1) , University of Michigan (1),
University of New York (1), Rutgers (1) , Yale (I).

15

University of Virginia (3) , University of Pennsylvania (2) , Tufts (2),
Boston University (I) , University
of Chicago (I), Columbia (I) , Jefferson (I) , University of Maryland
(I), Seton Hall (I) , Western Reserve (I) , St. Louis University (I) .

13

Harvard (4), Wharton (4) , University of Chicago (I) , Columbia (I),
University of New York (1), Stanford ( I), Amos Tuck ( 1).

MISSING ADDRESSES

(As of October 1962)

1941 -ADAMS, ROBERT ALLEN
1947- FISHER, BARRETT MORTON
1950- DAVIS, WALTER RICHARDSON
II
1952- BUHL, HENRY LEWIS
1954- MOORE, ELLIOTT MACFAR-

MEDICINE

LAN

1956- WooD, GoRDON RAY
1958- ALLEN, E. JOHN BEDFORD
HAMBLY, GEORGE SANFORD
RALSTON, DAVID TILGHMAN
WRIGHT, DAVID WENDELL
1959- BURLEIGH, DAVID CUSHMAN

26

BUSINESS

THEOLOGY

12

Andover Newton (3), Berkeley D ivinity (2), Union Theological (2),
E. T . S. Virginia (2) , E. T. S.
Cam bridge ( 1 ) , General Theologicr ' ( I ) , Hartford Theological ( 1).

6

Col umbia (2) , Cornell (2), Brown
(1 ), Stanford (1).

4

R. P. I. (2), Trinity (2) .

H ISTORY

ENGINEERING
LINGUISTICS AND
EUROPEAN LANGUAGES

5 Princeton (2), University of Florence (I) , University of Perugia (1),
Yale (1) .
EDUCATION

4

Trinity (2) , University of Connecticut (I) , Wesleyan (1).

3

Brown (I) , University of Illinois
( 1) , Southern Illinois (I).

2

Trinity (2).

2

Duke (I), University of Illinois ( 1) .

2

Boston University (I), Rhode
Island School of Design ( 1).

2

University of Michigan (1), Northwestern ( 1 ) .

2

Columbia (1), University of Pennsylvania (I ) .

2

University of Colorado (1), Ohio
State (I).

PSYCHOLOGY

CHEMISTRY
ENGLISH
FINE ARTS

MATHEMATICS

PHYSICS

PRE-MEDICAL STUDIES

CLASSICS

Harvard.
ECONOMICS

Princeton.
INTER AT!ONAL RELATIONS

1 Woodrow Wilson Institute.
JOURNALISM

Medill School of Journalism.
LIBRARY

Columbia.
PHILOSOPHY AND
POLITICAL SCIENCE
~agdalen College, Oxford.

Employment Information
Undergraduates now taking interviews
with companies on campus fall into the
following four catagories:
1. Seniors who are going to graduate
business school the following September or after military service
have interviews with companies on
a long range basis.
2. Seniors who are starting military
programs immediately after graduation.
3. Seniors who wish to start work with
a company immediately after graduation before going into military
service.
4. Sophomores and juniors taking interviews with companies for formal
summer programs.
The number of companies interviewing
sophomores and juniors for summer programs increased again this year. In December, 123 companies were scheduled

to visit Trinity during the months of
February, March and April ; two companies cancelled their dates and we cancelled 39 due to lack of interest on the
part of undergraduates, leaving a total of
82 companies which interviewed students
on campus. The total number of interviews on campus were 675; 106 invitations
were given for second interviews and 61
offers were made.
Salary offers for this year were as follows: The salary range for fifth year engineering graduates was $6080-$7900,
average $7207 ; range for B.A. graduates
was $4500-$9000 (offer from Pittsburgh
Pirates) , average $5355 ; range for B.S.
graduates was $5000-$6960, average
$6 I 30; offers for teaching positions at
independent boarding schools averaged
$3500, living and boarding accommodations; public and independent day school
was $4500-$5500, average $5000.
The annual mailing of senior resumes
to approximately 700 companies was sent
out in January. A listing of companies
which interviewed undergraduates and a
listing of schools on campus are attached
to this report.
Statistics concerning men who accepted
employment are as follows:
Banking
11
Insurance
Home Office
7
Sales
4
11
Teaching
5
Industry
Production
2
2
Sales
4
Merchandising
3
Sales and Advertising
2
Construction
1
Peace Corps
3
Music Recording
1
Real Estate
1
Utilities
1
43

Alumni Placement
One hundred Alumni were in touch
with the Placement Office this year regarding employment, or graduate school.
At present, 50 are employed, three are
going to graduate school in September
and 47 are on our open Alumni listing.
Part-time Employment
Students assigned to bursary employment this year including the dining hall
numbered 624 undergraduates; their
earnings amounted to $49,267 . The Placement Office received approximately 450
inquiries for off-campus part-time jobs ;
approximately 75 % were filled by Trinity
students. Hourly wages, much the same
as last year, ranged from $1.00 an hour to
$5.00 an hour, the latter being earned by
students with special skills. Although the
major amount of inquiries are of a sales
nature, we were also recipients of some
very unusual requests for part-time assistance. This year the following interesting jobs could be obtained: men to
place vaults in grave yards, models to sit
for portrait class, student to write lyrics
for a song, violinist to play during evening meals at suburban private home. The
Placement Office sent out the usual mailing to 500 off-campus employers in September and a mailing of 500 in April for
summer employment.

Conclusion
Meetings attended by the Director of
Placement included the Annual Meeting
of the Eastern College Personnel Officers
Association in October which was held on
Long Island . In May, a meeting of the
Eastern College Placement Directors was
held at Arden House, New York. In June,
the Directors of Placement at Princeton, ·
University of Pennsylvania, Harvard,
Yale, Williams, Cornell , and Trinity met
in Prin1:eton for a two day session.
The following is a listing of the men of
the Class of 1962 whose whereabouts are
known to us:

CHEMISTRY- MS
TIFFANY, B. - Rutgers (Chemistry)
FIFTH-YEAR ENGINEERING
GRADUATES
ANDERSON, D.- United Aircraft
Corporation
HODGES, C. A.- Boeing Company
URBAN , F . P. Jr.- Columbia University
Ph.D. Program- N.D.E. Fellowship$2000
BACHELORS OF ARTS AND
SCIENCE
ALBERTS, D. S.- Univ. of Virginia
(Med.)
ANDERSON, D. K.- U.S. Navy- OCS
ANTONIOU, D.- I. B. M. Corporation
ARP, D. L. Univ. of Pa. (Med.)
ASCHER, P. B.- Cornell (Law)
BABIN, P. L.- Business, Inc.
(Real Estate)
BAILEY, S. IV- U.S. Air Force OTS
BAKER, J. H . Jr.- Columbia Univ.
(Med.)
BALKO, B.- Univ. of Pa. (Physics)
$2000 Fellowship
BARTOL, P. W.- U.S. Navy OCS
BAUER, H. P.- Southern New England
Telephone Company (on leave for Six
Months U.S. Army Program)
BENNETT, I. Y . - U.S. Navy OCS
BERKLEY, R. B.- Univ. of Chicago
(Med.)
BISHOP, C . H. Jr.- U.S. Navy OCS
BLACKWELL, E. S. Ill- U.S. Navy

ocs

BORAWSKI, R. A.- Borawski & Co.
(Insurance)
BORGGARD, R . E.- R.P.T.
BORUS, H . R. - Bethlehem Steel Co.
BOWLER , R. B. III - Plimoth Academy
Teaching History and Social Studies
BOYD, T. M. - Hartford National Bank
& Trust Co.
BRANDENBERGER, R. M.- JEtna Life
Insurance Co.
(Data Processing Division)
BRASHICH, D. R.- New York Univ.
(Law)
BRIGHTMAN, R . C. - U .S. Air Force

ocs

BROUDY, E. H . - Yale Univ. (Law)
BROWN , J . D . (([-U .S. Navy OCS
BROWNE, G.- Univ. of Chicago (Law)
(Trinity-Chicago Fellowship)
BUNDY, T. F. Jr.- U.S. Air Force
BYRNE, W. E.- R.P.I.
CARLSON, C. E. Jr. - U .S. Air Force

ocs

CARROLL, D. W. Jr.- U.S. Army (Six
Months) Columbia Graduate Business
School , February I 963
CHASE, W. G . Jr.- Peace Corps
CLASSEN, C. H. Jr.- Univ. of Maryland
(Med.)

COLEN, J. E. Jr.- Philadelphia Life
Insurance Co.
COOL, S. J. - Univ. of Illinois (Psychology) N.D.F. Fellowship- $2000
COYNE, A. R. - Fordham (Law)
CREIGHTON, M. W.- U.S. Navy OCS
CUMMINGS, F. J . - Univ. of Va.
(Med.)
CUNNEEN, R. C.- U.S. Air Force
CUNNINGHAM, R. H.- Trinity
(Education)
CURTIS, S. G . - U .S. Army (Six
Months)
CUTLER, E . N . TIT - Morgan Guaranty
Trust Company of New York
DARROW, J . J.- U.S. Army (Six
Months)
DAY, L. V. Jr.- Manufacturers Life
Insurance Co.
DAY, R. D . III - Alexander & Alexander
DENSEM, J. A. W. - Univ. of Michigan
(Mathematics)
DENSON, J. M. - Marine Midland Trust
Company of New York
D'OENCH, L. G.- U .S. Coast Guard

ocs

DOLE, F . M.- Andover Newton
Theological Seminary
DOMINIGUE, L. A. - Andover Newton
Theological Seminary
DUNCAN , W. M.- Chemical Bank New
York Trust Company
FAIRBANKS, M. E . - Peace Corps
FARNUM, H. W. Jr. - U.S. Army (Six
Months) Lybrand Ross Bros. & Company (after service)
FEHM, S. A. Jr.- Harvey & Lewis
FISH, P. Y.- Editing Scholarship
Handbook for DKE
FORRESTER, A. H . - U.S. Navy OCS
FOX, J.P.- Univ. of Michigan (Law)
FRAISE, G. R.- Harvard Business
School
FRANCIS, R. S. HI- Amos Tuck
Graduate School of Business
FREY, W. A. III- McDonough School
(teaching English)
FRIEDMAN, A.- Hebrew Univ. of
Jerusalem (Law)
GATES, D . F.- Princeton Univ. (Economics) Woodrow Wilson & National
Science Foundation Fellowships
GETLIN, M.P.- U.S. Marine Corps

ocs

GOODMAN, E . T.- U.S. Army (Six
Months)
GOUGH, J . B.- Cornell Univ. (History)
GRANGER, J. G . - Boston Univ. (Law)
GRANT, D. A.- Columbia Record
Company
GUY, W. A. Jr.- Univ. of Connecticut
(Education)
HAGEMAN, T. H. Jr.- U .S. Navy OCS
HALL, R. D.- Princeton Univ. (Linguistics) National Defense Fellowship$2000
HARNED, R. E. - Berkeley Theological
Seminary
HARRIS, L. R. Jr. - Virginia Episcopal
Theological Seminary
HARTING. R . M . - Wharton Graduate
School of Business
HILL R. 0 . Jr. - Hartford High School
(Teaching Mathematics)
HOFFMAN, C. L.- U.S. Air Force
HOPKINS, R. M. Jr.- U.S. Army
HUNT, M . R. - U.S. Navy OCS
IERL Y, R. W. - Rutgers Univ. (Law)
JEVNE, J . H. - National Bank & Trust
Company of Fairfield
JOHNSON, P. A . Jr.- Wesleyan University M.A.T. Program
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JOH NSON, R . T.- U .S. Army (Six
Months)
JOHNSON, T . S. - H arvard U niv.
( Busi ness)
JON ES, D. H .- Colum bia U niv.
(History)
KAPO UCH , J. W . J r. - Conn . G eneral
Life Insurance Company
KELLEH ER, R . J. - A:.tn a Li fe Insura nce
Co.
KELLY, T . M . - Columbia Univ.
( History)
KESSLER, W. 0. - St. Louis Univ.
( Med.)
K ETCH UM, B. W . Jr. - Breck School
(Teaching )
KING, F . R . Jr.- Columbia Univ.
(Busi ness)
KISOR, H . D . - Medill School of Journalism. Accepted at Uni v. of Edinburgh
for English - 1963
KRAFT, J . F . HI - U.S. Army
LaROCCA, P. J .- Cornell Law School
LARRABEE, N . 11 - Boston Univ.
(Fine Arts)
L EAHY, W. S. Jr.- T rinity College
Fift h yea r Engineering
L EDDY, B. E. - Boston U niv. (Law )
L EE, D . E. -Watkinson School
(T eaching )
LENG , H. S. - Woodrow Wilson Insti tute, Pri nceton - Internationa l Relations Fellowship
LeWINN , L. R.- Jefferson Medical
School
LIPKIND, B.- G eorgetown (Law )
LLOYD, M .- U .S. Arm y OCS
LLOYD, T. - U .S. N avy OCS
LOCKTON , S. H . - First National City
Bank of New York
LONG , M. B.- U niversity of Perugi a
( Rom ance Languages)
LUTIN, M. S.- Yale Univ. (Rom ance
La nguages)
LUTS, B. M. - Heubl ein, Inc.
LYND E, D. A. - United Aircraft Corp.
(Comp. Labs)
MAC KAY, D . III - Vi rgini a Episcopal
T heological Seminary
MACLEOD, R. W. - H arvard Business
School
MARYAK, J. E.- U .S. Air Force
MASON , R. J.- Western Reserve ( Med .)
McALISTER, J. S. III - U .S. N avy OCS
M cCONN ELL, J. H. - Boston Univ.
(Law )
M cCRA C KEN , J . C . III - U .S. Marine
Corps OCS
M cCU RR ACH , G. P. M . - U.S. Arm y
(Six Months) th en T urner Constructi on Co .
M cKNIGHT, W. G . III - First N ational
City Bank of New York

McNALLY, R . C.- H arvard Law School
McNAMARA , G . A.- Heublein, Inc.
McNULTY, A. F . J r.- General Theological Semin ary
McPH E RSON , W. B. III - Univ. of
M aryland ( Law)
M EEHAN, P. J. - Meehan-Durol Tool
Corp.
M ET C ALF, F. U . Jr. - So. Illinois Univ.
( Psychology) U .S. Public Health
Grant - $1800
M EY ER, J. M . III - Wharton Gradu ate
Business School
MILLER, A . J .- Bache & Co.
MILLS, D . D . - Bloomingdale's
MITC H ELL, W. H . L. Ill - General
Motors
MORGAN, C . B. Jr. - Wh arton Graduate
Busi ness School
MORRILL, P . B.- H artford Theological
Seminary- Rockefeller Fellowship
MOTI, Adam S.- U.S. Air Force OCS
MUTIART, R. F . - Union Theological
Seminary
NARDIELLO, J. V . - University of
Florence ( Italian Studies ) - Italian
Government Fellowship
N ELSON , R. E. - Brown University
( History)
NIELSEN , R. C. - George Washington
(Law)
NIVEN , M. C . - Stanford Graduate
( Business)
O'BRI EN , K. L.- Georgetown Law
School
PEDINI , K. J.- Boston Univ. (Med .)
PERDUE, R . E . - A:.tna Life Insurance
Co .
PERIN , 0. -U.S. M arine Corps OCS
PINE, D . A.- Univ. of Virginia ( Med.)
POLK, W. H.- Union Theological
Seminary- Rockefeller Fellowship
POMEROY, G. A. - Trinity (Chemistry)
PRYOR, F . M. - New England Merch ants Nationa l Bank
RAEDER, R . E.- Traveling in Europe
RAND , G . I. - Duke University (English ) - N .D.F. Fellowship
RAYMOND , G . A.- Brown Univ.
( Psychology) - Fellowship
R EDFORD, A. C. - U.S. Air Force
REINTHALER, P. S. - Phoenix of
H artford
R ENZA , L. A . - Univ. of Illinois (English ) - Fellowship
RIC HARDSON, W. C . - Univ. of Chicago ( Business) - Trinity-Chicago
Scholarship
ROB ERT, J. M. - U .S. Marine Corps

ocs

RODG ERS , D. B. - Bloomfield High
School (Conn .) Teaching Mathematics

RODGERS, J . A. -The Rectory School
(Teaching)
ROXBY, R. J. - Georgetown- Romance
Languages
RUDNICK , A. M . -Harvard ( Business)
RYAN, W. B.- Trinity (Education )
SANKEY, R. B. - Ohio State Univ.
(Biology & Chemistry)
SARGENT, Charles W.- U .S. N avy OCS
SCATURRO, L. F . - New York Univ.
( Business)
SEARS, F . L. II- Georgetown (Law)
SHAPIRO, M. - Columbia Univ. ( Physics) - Russell Fellowship $1800
SHARPE, S. L. - Trinity (Fifth Year
Engineering)
SHAW, G . T .- Harvard (Law)
SHECTMAN, R. G . - Georgetown
(Law)
SIFTON, D. W.- Bank of New York
SMITH , F . C . - U.S. Marine Corps OCS
SMITH , M. E. - Peace Corps
SPENCER, J.D.- U.S. Air Force
SPINK, S. C . - U.S. Marine Corps OCS
STETLER, H . C . - Univ. of Pa. (Med.)
STEWART, A. T . - Univ. of Va. (Law)
STOCKWELL, P . R . - U.S. N avy OCS
STRAWBRIDGE, D . W. - U .S. Army
(Six Months)
SULLIVAN, P. R. - TUFTS (Med.)
SWEENEY, J. R.- Cornell Univ.
(History)
SWOPE, J. L. II- Station WPOP
SYER, J. C.- Military Service
SYNN, I. - Princeton (German)
Fellowship- $2200
THAYER, B. A.- Tufts (Med .)
THOMAS, D. D.- Harvey & Lewis
TRAUT, D.P.- Wharton Graduate
(Business)
TURNER , W. H. III - Chemical Bank
Ne.w York Trust Company
VINCENZO, P . C.- Trinity (Chemistry)
WADHAMS, D . A. -Connecticut General Life Insurance Company
WARREN, R. R. Jr.- Berkeley Divinity
WERNER, R. A . - U .. S. Air Force
WHITIERS, J. P. IH- U.S. Navy OCS
WILL, G. F.- Magdalen College, Oxford
(Philosophy and Political Science)
WILLIAMS, F. P. Jr.- Episcopal Theological Seminary, Cambridge
WILSON, D . E . - Harvard (Classics)
Fellowship - $2000
WILSON, P. W.- U.S. Navy OCS
WILSON , R. S. - Seton Hall (Med.)
WOODRUFF, J.D.- Univ. of Va.
(Law)
WOOLSEY, G . M.- Rhode Island School
of Design
ZAKARIAN, A.- Columbia Univ.
(Law)
ZUILL, C. V . Jr.- Bank of Bermuda
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An Undergraduate's
Viewpoint
By J. Ronald Spencer '64

Wide superhighways of concrete and amesite rush
from Hartford to a point just below Greenville, S.C.,
where they are abruptly transformed into a single ribbon
of tarred slag, winding through exhausted red-clay fields
and past tumbled mansions - shabby reminders of a
halcyon era. Near the end of this highway, deep in the
rural counties of southwest Georgia, two Trinity students last summer earned the fame of headlines, the
infamy of police blotters and a little progress toward
equality for all men.
Ralph Allen went to Terrell County, Ga., in early
June, and remained three months to work as a field
secretary for SNCC (Student Non-Violent Co-ordinating
Committee) on voter registration. He was arrested several times for such spurious reasons as "vagrancy" or
"for investigation"; he was threatened and intimidated
by white Southerners. On one occasion, the husky junior,
who has a summer's Marine training, placed his hands
behind his back - in accordance with the non-violent
technique advocated by SNCC- when a trio of whites
challenged him to a fight; he was subsequently hit,
knocked to the ground, kicked and menaced with a
pocketknife.
Jack Chatfield went to Terrell County Sept. 4, a few
days before Allen, his roommate of the previous year,
returned to school. Forty-five minutes after he arrived
at the Negro home where he still stays, a shotgun blast
shattered the evening stillness. Ten pellets ripped through
the front-door screen, eight whistled on out the back.
The other two were in Jack Chatfield's left arm.
Both of these students have manned outposts in a new
struggle for freedom- lonely outposts in a hostile land,
where violence is the master of law, and man's only consolation in his solitude is courage, and, perhaps, a passionate belief that what he does is right, bearing some
resemblance to truth.
The American South has held one dominant doctrine
since the first slave traders arrived in the 17th century
- that white is superior to black, and that the superiority
must be strictly maintained. In the process of maintaining this superiority, the white man has created a new
animal, "the nigger," as distinctly different from the
white man as is the mule. This was done first by slavery,
enforced with whips, and subsequently by segregation,
enforced by unjust laws and ultimately by shotguns. In
the process, the Negro came to regard himself as the
"nigger," and his brain became shrouded by cobwebs of
acquiescence and subservience.
Chatfield and Allen went into the South to tell the
"nigger" he is a myth, that the reality is - he is a man.
The Negro had to regard himself a man before he would

ask those rights which are his. To break the myth of the
"nigger" the students employed what seem absurdly
menial and insignificant acts. Who would think a handshake exchanged between white and black would make
a major fissure in the solid wall of Southern segregation?
Yet such a handshake has profound significance in
rural Georgia, where always before white and black skin
touched only by accident. It is a deep threat to the doctrine of racial supremacy held by the whites, because,
as with any doctrine predicated on an absolute, it must
be enforced absolutely if it is to be enforced at all. Once
the "nigger" begins to think of himself as a man, he inexorably presses for those rights men have normally
sought. And the handshake, along with similar simple
acts of social relationship, awaken in the Negro the sense
he is a man.
The white segregationist must prevent this from happening; he must maintain the myth he created. In all the
battles of the new freedom struggle which the casual
newspaper reader knows- Montgomery, Little Rock,
New Orleans, Jackson, Miss., Albany, Ga. -the white
has attempted to keep his doctrine of segregation pure.
The segregationist in Terrell County is making the same
attempt. But there is an essential difference between
these cities that have been splashed in headlines across
the nation, and backward, sand-gnat-infested Terrell
County, where Chatfield and Allen have worked. For in
the cities, although segregation sentiments are as strong
as any, there is a basic respect for order, a certain abhorrence of anarchy. Whites in a city such as Albany
stop short of mass violence and terror.
"In Albany, with its population of 56,000, they arrested people in droves ; here they shot into four homes,"
Jack Chatfield told me when I visited him in Dawson,
the Terrell County seat, in early October. The remark
illustrates the difference between the bustling urban
South , struggling to catch up at least politically and
economically with the mid-20th century, and the rural
South, struggling to enforce a 300-year-old doctrine by
the age-old technique of violence.
The urban South, having seen its unjust laws swept
away by enlightened courts and having refused a mass
reversion to barbarism, has in effect acquiesced to the
inevitable; the segregationist there really can do little
more than fight a rear-guard action to soften the blow of
his total defeat. But the segregationist in the rural areas
has one weapon left in his arsenal and he has indicated
he will use it- crime. In a land where ignorant rednecks conspire with corrupt and stupid sheriffs, law and
decency are shunted off to a closet. Intimidation and
terror- naturally culminating in murder- are the means
of supporting the doctrine of racial supremacy.
Thus, it must be said Chatfield and Allen have manned
outposts in the freedom struggle ; they occupy the forward lines where the danger is greatest. It is an everpresent danger, and some men may die before the struggle is won. Yet if more violence is to come - and it
almost surely will -and if some men are to sacrifice their
lives, perhaps there is small consolation in the knowledge
they will have suffered in intimate fraternity with all
those men throughout history who have acted with courage in pursuit of justice because they thought it necessary. Hopefully the College is proud of Chatfield and
Allen, for they have earned a measure of gratitude from
that portion of the mass of men which believes justice
and decency can, and must, prevail in the human community.
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insight by one course with George
Cooper than ten separate courses.
There is a variety and strength which
is not in the Trinity catalogue. It lies in
the professor. How do you measure that?
James Streeto, M.D., '56
To the Editor:
I read the undergraduates' report of
the College with great interest. Although
I am six years removed from student
days at Trinity, I should like to offer
some general comments and a few specific ones too, concerning this question.
I trust that changes have occurred at the
College in six years and I further trust
that any remarks of mine which are no
longer applicable, will be viewed with
charity.
The praise rendered the departments of
chemistry and history was greatly deserved and pleasing to hear. However,
the biology department seems to have
been rather harshly judged on, what
seems to me, criteria of less than primary
importance.
The major defect of the biology department is said to be the lack of variety
of courses offered . Now this is a factor
of some import but is not what it seems.
I had a Latin teacher in high school who
taught us Latin and nearly everything

The Small Needle of Dr. Large. By John
Ellis Large '28. Prentice Hall, New Jersey,
1962, 177 pp.
Reviewed by
J. Moulton Thomas, Chaplain
The Small Needle of Dr. Large introduces us to the timely editorials of a
clerical Harry Golden salted with good
humor of an ecclesiastical Will Rogers.
In one hundred seventy-five pages we
get one hundred seventy-five articles, that
the Rev. John Ellis Large, D.D., has
chosen from his Wilmington and New
York weekly parish papers over the past
ten years. His previous newspaper experience gives him many fresh angles of approach in order to "gossip the gospel" in
the language of modern persons.
These 600-word observations go beyond the Church to politics, psychiatry,
pills, picketing, morticians, segregation,
and scented telegrams. In the church, he
sees all the weaknesses that Professor
Peter L. Berger sees in The Noise of
Solemn Assemblies, but, as a pastor, he
applies healing, humor, and hope. For instance, where ineptitude and laziness is
found among clergy, his "Ecclesiastical
Bull-Pen" amuses and penetrates.
Under that particular title he writesIt might be good for a preacher if he
knew that there was another parson
warming up in the parish house ready
to take over as soon as the starting
preacher's sermon began going wide
of the congregation.
The name of the book appears to be
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else too. She spent sessions on myt!10logy,
etymology, ancient history, English grammar and good manners. Similarly a
course in comparative anatomy with
Wendell Burger is not merely a course
in comparative anatomy. It is also a
course in embryology, cellular physiology
and a number of other things . Now I
don't wish to say that a variety of courses
is not important but r do wish to say that
a superior teacher is "a joy forever." I
merely wish to distribute the weight properly. I find it difficult to believe that any
student, who is utilizing neurons above
the medullary level and has spent some
time listening to Wendell Burger, will
find himself less than equal to anyone in
the same general field, regardless of how
many names of formal courses are on the
latter's record.
Moreover, the strength of the department of chemistry is due, in large measure, to Sterling Smith's brilliant facility
for articulating the principles of analytic
chemistry. Finally, the mural of man's
history is painted with more color and

Congratulations to you all for the
selection of materials and for the readability of the articles in this year's issues
of the Alumni Magazine.
I have particularly enjoyed the articles
on J. Wendell Burger and on James A.
Notopoulos, professors of distinguished
Trinity College, in the current issue of
the magazine.
I feel that those of us who have known
the college only on the basis of our
graduate studies there would appreciate
reading more personal essays of men
with whom we might have been temporarily associated .
Of the four colleges and three universities I have known during my undergraduate and graduate pursuits, I have
always had a particularly warm spot in
my heart for Trinity College. Its halls
are as hallowed as Cambridge and Oxford of old.
Arthur Krida Jr., M .A. '51

inspired by a column in the New York
Daily News , which told the story of Dr.
Large's "contretemps" with Mayor Wagner. Mayor Wagner had criticized the
Detroit auto manufacturers for producing
cars too long for city streets. In his parish
paper, the rector of the Church of the
Heavenly Rest pointed out that the Mayor
had a car nineteen feet long, and that 48
other top politicians had ordered, or were
ordering, such "land cruisers." He offered
to give the Mayor his Dauphine. When it
was accepted and Dr. Large was ready
to deliver it, the Mayor reneged. It was
the Daily News of February 25, 1958 that
statedThe Rev. John Ellis Large- a man
of the cloth with a sharp needle sees the situation as a text for a discourse on 'mere lip service to
ideals.'
Don Large, native of New York City,
was graduated from Trinity B.S. 1928,
and received his Columbia M.A. in 1930.
He received his B.D. from Virginia Theological Seminary several years later. He
didn't mention the latter institution in relation to himself, but to any V.T.S.
alumnus from 1919-32 his use of Dr.
Cosby Bell's chief theme "Sharing in
Creation" is hint enough of his Virginia
connection.
Nor does Don himself mention Trinity
College, but in telling the story of "A
Confederate Soldier's Prayer," which he
printed without knowing the name of the
author, Time magazine of February 20,
1955, commentedPresidential candidate Adlai Steven-

son, whose Christmas card bore the
prayer, got it from a book called
Think on These Things by The Rev.
Dr. John Ellis Large, who in turn
had clipped and saved the original
from a newspaper twenty-five years
ago when he was a student at Hartford 's Trinity College- Ed.
This also tells us how wise it was, for
at least one undergraduate, to be an early
collector of incidents, anecdotes and quotable quotes.
Many are the illustrations that are
good for a chuckle. Among them:
Said the cannibal's wife to her headhunting husband, 'Please don't bring
home any more of those Tammany
Hall politicians, dear,- they are too
hard to clean.'
Typographical error in a New York
parish bulletin:
During the Rector's absence the
curate will take care of all the parish
cuties.
Definition of church usher, - "Roving
delegate, in the House of the Lord."
Just two concluding remarks- first, I
do recommend this book for young (or
old) who have much writing or speaking
to do. It is a treasury rich in pertinent and
relevant ideas and illustrations. It is a bargain at $3.50. In the second place I feel
that Don's tribute to Halford Luccock,
late Dean-Emeritus of Yale Divinity
School, could well be applied to his own
writings in The Small Needle of Dr.
Large- "He always ended up by making
you think, but he always started by making you smile.''

To the Editor:

0/
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Plate
of
t8~8
By Glenn Weaver
This drawing is probably the earliest extant piece of
Trinity College "art work." The original is in the collection of the Connecticut Historical Society, 1 Elizabeth
Street, Hartford, Connecticut, and it was given to the Society in 1948 by Mr. Edgar F. Waterman '98, former
Secretary and Treasurer of the Corporation of Trinity
College.
In the original, the central figure, obviously a modishly-dressed undergraduate, is drawn in ink with small
shadings added in pencil. The date ( 1828), "Fashion,
W. Collge," "Undress," and "Wint.!r Term" are in ink.
The two hats, the two words "Fashion" with the line
drawn to the left shoulder of the figure, and the leg "profile" are in pencil . The paper is of good watermark quality and the tear on the left makes it almost certainly a
page from a small copy-book or a fly-leaf from a printed
volume.
Now, of course, the question arises: who drew it, and
why? My own first impression was that it may have been
done by a local tailor to show his patrons among the incoming students what was to be the informal (undress)
wear on the campus for the fall term of 1828. This belief
was strengthened by the repeated use of the word "fashion," and by the line drawn to emphasize the padding in
the left shoulder. Also, it would not be difficult to see
how a not-too literate tailor might spell the word college,
"collge." Robert Tomes' description of the undergraduate dress of the period in his not-too-friendly book, My
College Days, more than suggests that the garb represented here was that of the Washington College undergraduate. And at this I was prepared to let the matter
drop.

For several days I took great delight in showing the
picture to all who might be interested, "A Fashion Plate
of '28," and the staff of the Connecticut Historical Soicety began offering suggestions which caused me to
doubt whether the drawing really was the work of a Hartford tailor. Miss Frances Hoxie, Curator of Costume at
the Historical Society, pointed out the accentuated collar,
and this at once raised several other possibilities, first of
which was that the drawing may have been a caricature
pointing up the foppish attitude of the collegians of th.!
time, or secondly, that it may have been drawn by a student to be sent home with the request to his parents that
a similar outfit be created by the tailor at home. This
then would, of course, account for certain accentuation
and also for calling attention to the shoulder detail.
Finally, the drawing may have been merely a "doodle."
But why would a student idling through a recitation of
Livy or Horace draw a male figure? Even the most
clothes-conscious Junior of 1961 would spend his time
more profitably with sketching a female in some style of
dress or undress. But however you may have it dear
reader - whether tailor's sketch, caricature, mail order
home, or "doodle"- it is a Fashion Plate of '28 .

Dr. Glenn Weaver, associate professor of history, is
preparing the history of Trinity College. As College Historian he has come across some interesting bits of Trinitiana. We hope to publish from time to time some of his
more interesting "finds."
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The Foundation for

Episcopal Colleges
Trinity College has joined with seven other institutions
of higher education to form The Foundation for Episcopal Colleges, Inc.
The new organization is an outgrowth of the "Three
College Group" composed of Hobart College, Geneva,
N. Y. , Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio, and Trinity.
This group for the past seven years has sponsored Sunday services in three cities each year on National Christian College Day. Many Trinity alumni have represented
the College in these services.
The Presidents of the institutions and the Presiding
Bishop are the members of the Foundation. President
Albert C. Jacobs was elected chairman of the Foundation and Dr. Edward McCrady, vice chairman. (See picture for members and their colleges.)
Two other officers were named, Kenneth C. Parker of
Trinity, secretary, and Clifford E. Orr of Hobart, treasurer.
Purpose of the Foundation, according to its Articles
of Incorporation, is "to promote Christian higher education in the tradition of the Episcopal Church."
In commenting on the significance of the Foundation,
Dr. Jacobs, its new chairman, said: "For the first time
the Episcopal Church and colleges related to the Church
have a formal bond between them , and means have been
established through which Church and colleges may work
in their mutual interest. The Foundation, however, encourages each institution to grow in the direction of its
individual goals, in both secular and religious aspects.
Each college reserves unto itself its rights in the continuing and independent administration of its own affairs."

Announcement of the new Foundation was made by
Bishop Lichtenberger who said: "For some time I have
felt strongly that there should be greater cooperation
among the several colleges which are related by history
and tradition to the Episcopal Church. The formation
of this Foundation by these eight colleges is a significant
event. I shall follow with keen interest the growth of
this new Foundation. It will interpret," he continued,
"the aims, functions and needs of the colleges to the
members of the Church; foster and cultivate active participation by Episcopalians in support of the colleges;
and seek funds and properties for the furtherance of the
work of the member colleges."
Immediate plans call for the appointment of an executive director of the Foundation, and preliminary
screening of applicants has already begun. Three commissions will aid the executive director in carrying out the
work of the Foundation. Public relations, development
and news bureau directors of the colleges, who are also
associated with the Foundation, will serve on three commissions: research, promotion and fund raising. Temporary office for the Foundation has been made available
on the campus of Trinity College.

Two Trinity Men among Life's (Sept. 14, 1962) "Red
Hot Hundred" ...
DOUGLAS G. HARVEY '52- "A project engineer for
the Martin Marietta Corp . . .. in charge of compact
nuclear auxiliary power systems using radioisotope
fuel for space vehicles in prolonged flight." (See
Alumni Magazine, Vol. Ill, No.2, March 1962)
EDWARD ALBEE '50- "In only four years as a playwright has notable successes, including his first, The
Zoo Story. This fall he will be on Broadway for the
first time in his new play, Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?"

Also: Two Trinity men prominent in the Hartford Public
School System ...
ROBERT M. KELLY '37- named Assistant Superintendent of Schools of Hartford, formerly served there
as Director of Adult Education.
EZRA MELROSE '33- named principal of Weaver
High School in Hartford.
BAYARD Q. MORGAN '04- elected to the Modern
Foreign Language Teachers' Hall of Fame.
VERTREES YOUNG '15- newly elected president of
the Bogalusa (La.) Chamber of Commerce.
MELVIN W. TITLE '18 -for whom was named a new
$10,000 scholarship at Trinity by the Suisman Foundation.
N. ROSS PARKE '26- elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society of Arts (London).
ERIC S. PURDON '35 -recipient of the Special Rosette
1 of the Order of Cloud and Banner, the highest decoration given to foreigners by the Republic of China.
CLIFTON CHERPAK '49- who, upon recent promotion, became the youngest full professor at Duke University.
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M embers of the Foundation are, left to right: The R ev. Dr.
Reamer Kline of Bard College, the Rev. Dr. Louis M . Hirshson
of Hobart College, Dr. Jacobs, Dr. Earl H . McCienn ey of St.
Paul's College, The Rt. Rev. Arthur Lichtenberger, Dr. F . Joseph
Mullen of Shimer College, Dr. Edward McCrady of the University of th e Sowh, Dr. James A. Boyer of St. Augustine's College and Dr. F. Edward Lund of Kenyon College.

By Mal Salter
In terms of a won-lost record, Trinity m ay not have the best
soccer and football teams in New England but there is no doubt
around here that the team members are some of the finest young
men in the country.
Two good examples are the team Captains, John Pitcairn,
soccer, and Mike Schulenberg, football. Both were elected captains of the respective teams last spring by their teammates and,
as usual with captains, both are popular and both have outstanding athletic ability.
Pitcairn, a big six-footer from Pittsburgh, started his soccer
career at the Shady Side Academy. He won his freshman numerals at Trinity in that sport as well as in baseball where the
big left hander impressed Dan Jessee with his speed. Last year
John paced the soccer forces at center forward where be led the
team to a 6- 3 record with eight goals and three assists.
When the team first worked out this fall, Coach Roy Dath
asked Pitcairn if he would play outside left because the squad
lacked a strong scorer from the left side while many center forwards were around including the talented sophomore from Gambia (Africa) Ousman Sallah who now holds down that position.
Pitcairn complied and Dath had a potential powerhouse going
when disaster struck three days before the opening game. Pitcairn slipped and bruised his knee cap. The captain was forced
to sit out the first two games. However, he attended all practice
sessions on crutches, lending his cheering support and dressed for

TR INITY COLLEGE FOOTBALL VARSITY
SENIORS - 1962
First row, left to right: William Howland ; William Fox ; (Captain) Michael Schulenberg; Henry Whitney . Middle Row, left to
right : John Szumczyk; Don Taylor; Tom Calabrese; John WardJaw, Carl Lundborg. Back Row, left to right : Ray Hutch; George
Guiliano; Sam Winner; T. Anthony Wright.

Mike Schulenberg

John Pitcairn

all games where he ye lled encouragement from the bench . By
mid- October his injury had healed sufficiently for him to make
a token appearance against then undefeated University of Hartford which Trinity upset, 1-0, and again later in the month he
played so me against undefeated Williams which tripped Trinity
2- 1.
By the time be graduates in June as a history major, Pitcairn
should have received six varsity letters, three each for soccer and
baseball. His B.A. degree won't say it in so many words but
John has learned to stand on his own, both on and off the
a thletic field, to make valued judgments and to get along well
with his fellow teammates, his fraternity brothers at Alpha Chi
Rho and his fellow students.
Mike Schulenberg is another six letter man at Trinity who is
a popular leader. His leadership as football captain is just one
of many elected posts on campus that command this senior's attention . He is a member of Medusa, the student senate and president of his fraternity, Alpha Chi Rho.
In his junior year Mike was a member of Cerberus, a junior
advi ser and Crucifer in the Chapel. His quiet pleasant perso nality has won him many friends. This economics major should
be a success in his anticipated career in the business world.
The respect and admiration Mike brings from his fellow students was demonstrated by his fraternity brothers who surprised
Mike one Saturday night by arranging to have a date flown in
from Red Wing, Minnesota (Mike's hometown), for the chapter's dance.
At Central High School in Red Wing, Mike had been president of his class, selected to the National Honor Society and
was football co-captain on a team that won 18 and lost 5 over
the three years be was there. He also ran track, as be does at
Trinity where he is the leading hurdler.
On the football field Schulenberg has been an outstanding interior lineman, where his aggressive play earned him the Jessee
Blocking Award in 1961. His two biggest thrills have been pass
interceptions. One this fall against Colby resulted in a spectacular 45-yard return . Mike brought the ball back about ten yards,
then the resourceful captain lateralled to speedy halfback Tom
Calabrese who ran 35 more ya rds before the pla y ended.
Schulenberg is not an exceptionally big lineman, 190-pounds,
but be hits hard and is fast. He said football has brought many
fr iends a nd introductions to students from other campuses . "You
learn to respect others," Mike said, "It is a great game." We
think Mike knew respect long before this, a nd for Mike and his
41 teammates football is a game and is pl ayed for fun. The only
real di sappointment in losing is when you haven't played yo ur
best and under th at criterion, Trinity is unde feated in soccer and
football.

FALL SPORTS SCORES
Varsity Football
Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
R ecord:

0
26
8
22
16
16
25
36
Won 4

Varsity Soccer

Williams
St. Lawrence
Tufts
Colby
Susquehanna
Coast Guard
Amherst
Wesleyan
Lost 3

13
6
42
8
20
16
23
24

Record:

2
2
1

Univ. of Mass.
Tufts
Univ. of Hartford
Williams
Union
Coast Guard
Wesleyan

I

2
3
1

Won4

Lost 2

4
I

0
2
l
1
1

Tied l

Tied l

Freshman Soccer

Freshman Football
Trinity 14
Trinity 6
Trinity 0
Trinity 6

Coast Guard
Kent School
Springfield
Wesleyan

R ecord:

Lost 3

Won 1

Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
Trinity

32
0
16
31

Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
Trinity
Record:

3
4
3
2
5

Loomis
Brown
Springfield
Williams
Wesleyan

Won 5

I

2
2
0
1

Lost 0

Cross Country (informal)
Trinity 40
T rinity 21

Coast Guard
Avon Old Farms

R ecord:

Lost 1

Won 3

21
35

Triangular meet: Trinity 38
Amherst 39 Wore. Tech. 43

VARSITY WINTER SCHEDULES
Varsity Basketball
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

1
5

8
11
13
15

5
9
12
2
8
9
15
16
19
22
23
26
2

*M.I.T.
KINGS POINT
*Middlebury
WILLIAMS
*Clark
COAST GUARD
TUFTS
*Wesleyan
*Worcester Tech .
AMHERST
*Bowdoin
*Colby
*Coast Guard
UNIV. of HARTFORD
WESLEYAN
*Rochester
*Union
BRANDEIS
M.I.T.

Varsity Swimming
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

l
8
13
5
9
9
16
20
22
28
9

TUFTS
*Coast Guard
WORC. TECH.
*Bowdoin
SPRINGFIELD
M.I.T.
*R.P.I.
*Amherst
UNION
*Wesleyan
*New Englands
at So. Conn. State

Varsity Squash
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

7
12
15
9
10
9
11
13
16
20
23

NAVY
*Amherst
*Army
WESLEYAN
*Williams
YALE
SETON HALL
AMHERST
M.I.T.
*Wesleyan
FORDHAM

'' Denotes away game

•

